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Abstract

In my first chapter, I present a model in which sellers can signal the quality of

an asset both by retaining a fraction of the asset and by choosing the liquidity

of the market in which they search for buyers. Although these signals may seem

interchangeable, I present two settings which show they are not. In the first setting,

sellers have private information regarding only asset quality, and I show that liquidity

dominates retention as a signal in equilibrium. In the second setting, both asset

quality and seller impatience are privately known, and I show that both retention

and liquidity operate simultaneously to fully separate the two dimensions of private

information. Contrary to received theory, the fully separating equilibrium of the

second setting may contain regions where market liquidity is increasing in asset

quality. Finally, I show that if sellers design an asset-backed security before receiving

private information regarding its quality, then the optimality of standard debt is

robust to the paper’s various settings.

In my second chapter, I explore the question of how informative bank stress

tests should be. I use Bayesian persuasion to formalize stress tests and show that

regulators can reduce the likelihood of a bank run by performing tests which are only

partially informative. Optimal stress tests give just enough failing grades to keep

passing grades credible enough to avoid runs. The worse the state of the banking

system, the more stringent stress tests must be to prevent runs. I find that optimal

stress tests, by reducing the probability of runs, reduce the optimal level of banks’
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capital cushions. I also examine the impact of anticipated stress tests on banks’ ex

ante incentive to invest in risky versus safe assets.
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I dedicate this dissertation to my dear friend, Kaila Marianne Brown.
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1

Search, Liquidity, and Retention:
Signaling Multidimensional Private Information

1.1 Introduction

Models of asymmetric information in finance have identified two main signals of

asset quality: retention and illiquidity. Leland and Pyle(1977) and DeMarzo and

Duffie (1999) have shown that sellers with private information regarding their asset

quality can signal that quality by retaining a fraction of the security. For example, an

entrepreneur may retain a high equity stake in his firm in order to signal confidence

in his venture to outside investors. In a more recent literature, Guerrieri, Shimer,

and Wright (2010) and Chang (2012) present competitive search models in which the

liquidity induced by an asset’s price can also sort asset qualities in equilibrium. In

their model, holders of high quality assets are willing to set a high price that induces

a lower probability of sale, because failing to sell a good asset is not as costly as failing

to sell a bad asset. The intuition for both sorting channels is similar: retaining part

of an asset and selling an asset in a lower liquidity market are costly to all sellers,

but less costly for those with high quality assets because they enjoy a higher payoff
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from their unsold holdings.

At first blush, retention and illiquidity seem to be interchangeable signals of asset

quality; a key point of this paper, however, is that they are not. I illustrate not only

how liquidity may in fact dominate retention as a signal of asset quality, but also how

liquidity and retention may operate simultaneously to separate multiple dimensions

of private information.

The paper first modifies the signaling model of DeMarzo and Duffie (1999), so

that sellers attempt to sell their securities on a competitive search market. Rather

than selecting the fraction of the asset to trade, sellers are forced by assumption to

offer their entire asset, and instead price the asset so as to induce a certain probability

of sale (liquidity). In the equilibrium of the basic model, sellers signal higher asset

quality by selling at a lower liquidity price. I show that as buyer search costs converge

to zero, this equilibrium converges to an equilbrium equivalent to that of DeMarzo

and Duffie (1999). In particular, the equilibrium liquidity of an asset in my modified

model converges to the equilibrium fraction sold of the same asset in DeMarzo and

Duffie’s model. This equivalence result comports with our intuition that illiquidity

is analagous to retention; in either case, sellers expect some probability of owning at

least part of the asset by the end of the trading game.

My next result, however, illustrates a major difference between the two signals.

I extend the model to allow sellers to choose not only the liquidity of the selling

market, but also the fraction of the asset sold; that is, both liquidity and retention are

available signals for the seller. Given the analogy between illiquidity and retention,

we might suppose that sellers would be indifferent between the two signals. However,

my second result shows that in the Pareto optimal separating equilibrium, retention

shuts down: all sellers retain none of the asset, distinguishing themselves solely by

the liquidity of their chosen market. The intuition is that selling a lower quantity–

i.e., retaining more of the asset–is costly to both buyers and sellers, whereas lower
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liquidity markets are costly to sellers but beneficial to buyers, permitting buyers to

pay a higher price.

The third result of the paper shows how both liquidity and retention may operate

simultaneously to signal the seller type. I consider a model in which not only the

asset quality but also the seller’s impatience are private information. It is natural to

consider these two attributes together: it seems reasonable that sellers vary in their

willingness to sell, and when buyers observe a low asset price, they may struggle to

discern if the asset is low quality or if the seller simply has an especially urgent need

for cash. Ordinarily, fully separating equilibria over two dimensions are intractable,

but I show how both liquidity and retention work together to fully separate both

dimensions of the seller’s private information: not only asset quality, but also seller

impatience. Including seller impatience in the private information may reverse the

usual direction of a key comparative static. In most liquidity signaling games, high

quality asset holders sell with lower liquidity, because they are more willing to risk

failing to sell than are low-quality asset holders. However, I show that if not only as-

set quality but also seller impatience are private information, and if both dimensions

may be signalled using liquidity and retention, then the Pareto optimal fully sepa-

rating equilibrium may contain regions where higher quality assets sell with higher

liquidity. Intuitively, higher quality assets may be more liquid because buyers find

them more attractive, but high quality sellers can offer a fraction low enough to

offset the high liquidity and deter low quality types from mimicking. In this way,

separation is still maintained, because although liquidity may be increasing in asset

quality, the expected fraction sold (the product of liquidity and fraction offered) is

always decreasing in asset quality.

The structure of these models, building as they do on the retention model of

DeMarzo and Duffie (1999), lend themselves well to analysis of security design. In

particular, if a seller designs a security backed by his underlying asset before ac-
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quiring private information, we might ask whether the surprising features of the

equilibria described above result in a nonstandard security design. However, I show

that standard debt is optimal in all of the settings set forth in this paper, regardless

of the presence or absence of search frictions, liquidity signaling, and privately known

seller patience.

Relation to Literature. This section gives a broad overview of the relation

between my paper and the preceding finance literature on signaling, but the reader

should note that in my conclusion, I include a figure which depicts these connections

visually and uses the model’s notation to show my contribution more precisely.

This paper unites and extends two strands of finance theory which approach

the problem of asymmetric information and sorting in different ways. On the one

hand, the retention signal is emphasized by Leland and Pyle (1977) and DeMarzo

and Duffie (1999), who show that sellers with higher quality assets retain a greater

fraction of the security. A more recent paper by Hartman-Glaser (2012) explores the

interaction of retention with reputation in a dynamic setting.

On the other hand, the liquidity channel is illustrated by Guerrieri, Shimer, and

Wright (2010), who combine competitive search with adverse selection and find an

equilibrium in which liquidity is decreasing in asset quality. Chang (2012) applies the

work of Guerrieri, Shimer, and Wright (2010) to a continuum of types, allowing her

to characterize the equilibrium with a differential equation, and utilizes a mechanism

design approach to solve for the equilibrium, a strategy my paper draws on. The

model in Section 3.2 of my paper incorporates the possibility of both of these signals,

but shows how retention shuts down, leaving liquidity to function as the only signal.

This section also draws on the solution strategy of Viswanathan (1987), who studies

the firm’s choice of signalling instrument in a dynamic model where managers have

private information about the firm’s future prospects.

Chang (2012) and Guerrieri and Shimer (2012) both explore multidimensional
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private information, but unlike my paper, neither allow for multiple signals, and

hence focus on pooling equilibria. Section 6 of this paper, however, not only consid-

ers multidimensional private information, but also incorporates the second signal of

retaining a portion of the asset as in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999). This allows me

to obtain a fully separating equilibrium over the two-dimensional seller type space.

Also, in contrast to all of these papers, my paper is the first to apply the adverse

selection based competitive search theory to security design.

The setting in my model is static, so I formalize liquidity as the probability of

selling an asset within a single period, but several papers present dynamic settings

in which speed of sale can sort seller types; in this way, speed of sale is the dynamic

version of liquidity. Chang (2012) and Guerrieri and Shimer (2012) apply the com-

petitive search framework in a dynamic setting, finding that higher quality assets sell

with lower liquidity (slower speed). Fuchs and Skrypacz (2013) examine a dynamic

model in which sellers can signal high quality by waiting longer to sell. Similarly, Da-

ley and Green (2012) and Kremer and Skrzypacz (2007) present dynamic settings in

which high quality sellers wait longer to sell so that positive news is revealed. Varas

(2014) presents a dynamic model in which sellers can signal by both waiting to sell

and retaining fractional holdings in the asset. Of all these dynamic papers, only

Chang (2012) considers private information about seller patience, and only Varas

(2014) considers the signal retention. My setting is unique for considering both asset

quality and seller patience as private information along with both retention and liq-

uidity as signals, showing how the two signals can fully separate the two dimensions

of private information.

The paper’s main technical contribution is to find an equilibrium in which types

with two dimensions of private information fully separate using two signals. Engers

(1987) establishes the existence of such equilibria, but does not provide a charac-

terization. Rochet and Choné (1999) consider multidimensional screening in which
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the dimension of signals and of types are equal, but they focus on profit maximiza-

tion rather than full separation. As mentioned above, Chang (2012) and Guerrieri

and Shimer (2014) consider multidimensional private information, but both papers

consider only the signal liquidity and hence focus on partial pooling equilibria. Ed-

mans and Mann (2015) study a model of asset sales in which private information

consists of (binary) quality and (continuous) synergy, but they find equilibria which

fully separate at most only the quality dimension. He (2009) extends Leland and

Pyle’s (1977) signaling model to multiple dimensions and solves a fully separating

equilibrium, but the symmetry which allows him to simplfy and solve the resulting

partial differential equations is not present in my setting. My contribution is to find

a multidimensional fully separating equilibrium in a new setting, one in which the

dimensions of private information may be transformed to consist of (1) buyer value

and (2) seller value. Because agents on one side of the market care directly about

only one dimension of private information, the seller’s incentive compatibility con-

straint collapses to a single dimension, allowing me to characterize the equilibrium

with an ordinary differential equation.

Because the empirical literature regarding asymmetric information is still emerg-

ing, there are not many stylized facts to which the theory of this paper and others

may be directly mapped. Downing, Jaffee, and Wallace (2009) show that mortgage

originators are more likely to sell ex-post worse mortgages; Begley and Purnanandam

(2013) show that RMBS deals with a higher level of equity tranche have significantly

lower forclosure rates, controlling for observable risk factors. These findings are con-

sistent with the prediction of many theory papers, including this one, that sellers

retain more of high quality assets than low quality assets. Other papers illustrate

more broadly the significance of asymmetric information in financial transactions.

For example, Kelly and Ljungqvist (2012) show that information asymmetry (bro-

kerage closure) causes stock prices and uninformed (retail) investor demand to fall.
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Piskorski, Seru, and Witkin (2013) show that lenders charge a higher interest rate on

misrepresented RMBS relative to otherwise similar loans, but not enough to reflect

default risk. The hope is that this paper, along with other related theory, will help

to guide future empirical exploration of this topic.

Section 2 describes the setting of the economy, and Section 3 explores both the

one- and two-signal models where only asset quality is privately known, and also

considers security design. Section 4 augments the private information to both asset

quality and seller impatience, solves the fully separating equilibrium, compares it to

an equilibrium with partial pooling, and discusses the implications of higher dimen-

sions for security design. Section 5 revisits connections to the literature, and Section

6 concludes.

1.2 Environment

The environment consists of a unit mass of risk-neutral sellers and an endogenous

mass of risk-neutral buyers. The model operates for one period, which begins at

date 0 and ends at date 1. Each seller owns an asset that generates future cash flows

f P rf, f̄ s � R��, and the measure of sellers holding assets of quality less than or

equal to f is quantified by distribution function G : R Ñ r0, 1s. The quality f of

each asset is privately known by its owner. The seller discounts future cash flows at

rate δ P p0, 1q which is fixed across sellers and publicly known, so the seller’s value

of retaining the assets is therefore δf . This discounting gives the seller incentive to

raise cash by selling some portion of the asset.

All buyers discount at rate normalized to 1, and the wedge between buyers’ and

sellers’ discount rates allows gains from trade. Buyers must pay cost k in order to

search for a seller. After paying k, the buyer advertises his desire to buy an asset at

price p, which defines a market. Sellers select the price (market) p from the list P of

posted prices at which to search for a buyer.
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1.2.1 Search Market

The buyers and sellers trade in a continuum of competitive search markets, indexed

by prices p, where each market is uniquely distinguished by the price p at which

trade occurs. I let θ � b
s

be the ratio of buyers to sellers in a given market p. When

sellers select a price p at which to sell, they take the ratio θppq as given, so that a

single (infinitesimal) seller cannot alter the ratio θ in that market. The number of

buyers in each market will be pinned down by a zero-profit condition so that buyers

are indifferent between markets.

When a seller trades in market p, he encounters search frictions which impede his

ability to sell, so that even if a market contains equal numbers of buyers and sellers,

not every agent will be able to transact. I parameterize this friction with a matching

function mpθq, which maps the market tightness θ to the seller’s probability of sale

m. If npθq is the probability that a given buyer will be able to buy in market θ,

then pairwise matching requires b � npθq � s �mpθq, so npθq � mpθq{θ. I assume that

mpθq (Figure 1.2.1) is strictly increasing, strictly concave, and 0 ¤ mpθq ¤ minrθ, 1s,
which guarantees that both m and n are in r0, 1s. I also assume that mp0q � 0, that

mpθq Ñ 1 as θ Ñ 8, and that mpθq{θ Ñ 1 as θ Ñ 0.

1.3 1-D Private Information: Asset Quality

1.3.1 One Signal: Liquidity

Both buyers and sellers have rational expectations about the equilibrium market

tightness θppq associated with each price p; both agents take the function θppq as

given when choosing a price to maximize their own payoffs, but the function will be

derived in equilibrium. Buyers also form expectations µpf |pq about which types of

sellers will search for an asset of price p. So given a market tightness function θppq
and beliefs µppq, the buyer’s problem is

8
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Figure 1.1: The seller’s probablility of sale mpθq and the buyer’s probability of
purchase mpθq{θ are both contained within r0, 1s.

max
p¥0

mpθppqq
θppq rEµrf̃ |pq � ps � k. (1.1)

The fraction mpθppqq
θppq

is the probability that the buyer searching for an asset of

price p succeeds in purchasing an asset. If the buyer succeeds in purchasing the

asset, he must pay price p and expects a payoff of Erf̃ |ps � ³
f̃dµpf̃ |pq, the buyer’s

expected quality of an asset purchased at price p. Finally, search costs k must be

paid in order for the buyer to search, regardless of whether he succeeds at matching

with the seller.

The buyers move first, selecting prices to post given market tightness θppq and

beliefs µpf |pq about seller types. I let P denote the set of all posted prices p. Each

seller surveys the array P of prices p posted by the buyers and selects a p P P to
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maximize his own payoff mpθppqqp�p1�mpθppqqqδf . Collecting terms in the seller’s

payoff function which depend on his choice variable p, I have the seller’s problem:

max
pPP

mpθppqqrp� δf s.

In this formulation, the seller selects p P P to maximize his net profit. Because

I have assumed that sellers pay no search costs, his profit only deviates from zero if

he succeeds at selling his asset, in which case he receives price p but must give up

the value δf of retaining his asset.

I assume throughout the paper that regardless of seller type, ex-post gains from

trade p1� δqf exceed the search costs k.

Assumption 1. 1. If δ is fixed for all sellers, then @f P rf, f̄ s, p1� δqf ¡ k.

2. If δ varies across sellers, then @pf, δq P rf, f̄ s � rδ, δ̄s, p1� δqf ¡ k.

This simply guarantees that for any seller, there exist terms of trade such that

trade with the seller is more efficient than refraining from trade. If buyers know the

types of all sellers, as is the case in any fully separating equilibrium, then for any

seller type, there always exists some market tightness θ and price p that will induce

a buyer to trade with that seller. Without this assumption, there may exist some

sellers which cannot attract any buyers, regardless of the terms of trade.

Complete Information

As a benchmark, consider the case in which buyers know the seller’s types. Under

complete information, the buyer’s profit is as expressed in (1.1), except that the con-

ditional expected value Eµrf̃ |ps in the buyer’s zero-profit condition may be replaced

directly by the asset’s fundamental value f , yielding the seller’s complete information

problem:
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max
pPP

mpθppqqrp� δf s

s.t.

mpθppqq
θppq rf � ps � k � 0

Substitute p � f � kθppq{mpθppqq in the objective function to obtain:

max
p¡0

mpθppqqrf � k
θppq

mpθppqq � δf s

or

max
θ¡0

mpθqp1� δqf � kθ (1.2)

This representation of the seller’s objective function illustrates the tradeoff that sell-

ers face. Choosing a price which raises the ratio of buyers to sellers has the benefit of

increasing the probability of sale mpθq, which is more valuable the larger the ex-post

gains from trade p1�δqf . This leads to relatively more buyers paying search costs k,

but relatively fewer sellers to compensate them for these costs so that buyers break

even in expectation; i.e., each seller must bear a greater portion kθ of the aggregate

search costs in their particular market. The seller’s first-order condition, together

with the buyer’s free entry condition, leads directly to the complete information

equilibrium pθ�CIpfq, p�CIpfqq for asset quality f :

m1pθ�CIpfqq �
k

p1� δqf p�CIpfq � f � k
θ�CIpfq

mpθ�CIpfqq

The complete information equilibrium θ�CI is illustrated in Figure 1.3.1. The

equilbrium liquidity is increasing in asset quality f , because as shown in Equation

(1.2), as f rises, so does the potential gain from trade p1� δqf , which yields a higher
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marginal benefit of liquidity. Crucially, I have assumed that the buyer’s search cost

k is constant regardless of market tightness θ or asset quality f , so that the seller’s

marginal cost of liquidity is also constant.

Asymmetric Information

Now assume that the buyer doesn’t know the seller’s type, but can only form some

expectation of it, conditional on the market p in which the seller trades. Here I invoke

an equilibrium concept developed in Guerrieri, Shimer, and Wright (2010), who are

the first to develop a general framework for analyzing competitive search with adverse

selection. The scope of their paper is one dimensional private information and one

dimensional signaling, which is the setting of this section, and they show that there

always exists a separating equilibrium. Define the fully separating equilibrium as

follows:

Definition 1. A fully separating equilibrium for the liquidation game is

1. a set P of prices p P R�,

2. a market tightness function θppq : R� Ñ R�, and

3. buyer beliefs µpf |pq : rf, f̄ s � R� Ñ r0, 1s

such that

1. Full separation: For all p P P , there exists a unique f P rf, f̄ s such that

µpf |pq ¡ 0.

2. Seller’s problem: For all p P P and all f P rf, f̄ s, µpf |pq ¡ 0 implies

p P arg max
p1PP

mpθpp1qqpp1 � δfq.

3. Buyer’s problem:

12



(a) Free entry: For all p P P and all f P rf, f̄ s,

mpθppqq
θppq pErf̃ |ps � pq � k � 0

(b) No profitable deviation: There does not exist a p R P such that

mpθppqq
θppq pErf̃ |ps � pq � k ¡ 0.

I refine the equilibria using the off-equilibrium belief structure of Chang (2012)

and Guerrieri et al. (2010), which resembles the refined Walrasian general equilibrium

approach in Gale (1992). Let the equilibrium profit of type f seller be given by Πpfq.
When a buyer contemplates posting a price p off the equilbrium path, i.e. p R P , he

forms beliefs about the types that he will attract at that price. Then for any p R P
define

θpp, fq � inftθ ¡ 0 : mpθqpp� δfq ¥ Πpfqu

θppq � inf
fPrf,f̄ s

θpp, fq T ppq � arg inf
fPrf,f̄ s

θpp, fq.

I then place the following restriction on the off-equilibrium beliefs µpf |pq:

For any price p R P and type f , µpf |pq � 0 if f R T ppq.

I apply the mechanism design solution strategy of Chang (2012) in order to

characterize the equilibrium. The next proposition characterizes the fully separating

equilibrium, which is a differential equation similar to that of Chang (2012).

Proposition 1. If private information consists only of the single dimension asset

quality f P rf, f̄ s, and sellers signal only with liquidity θ, then the separating equilib-

rium pp�pfqq,Θ�ppq, µpf |pqq is characterized as follows:
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(i) p�pfq � f � k θ�pfq
mpθ�pfqq

(ii) θ�ppq � Θ�pp��1ppqq

(iii) µpf |pq � Ipp�pfq � pq

where Θ�pfq solves �
m1pΘqp1� δqf � k

	dΘ

df
� �mpΘq, (1.3)

with Θ�pfq � ΘCIpfq and Θ�pfq   0.

The equilibrium Θ� identified in Proposition 1 is illustrated in Figure 1.3.1, where

it is compared to the full information equilibrium Θ�
CI . We can see that the equilibria

are strictly monotone, but in opposite directions. The intuition is that asymmetric

information incentivizes sellers with higher quality assets to distinguish themselves

from those with lower quality. Sellers with higher quality securities can afford to

trade in markets of lower liquidity, and they choose to do so in order to prevent

lower quality sellers from mimicking them. The lowest quality seller, however, has

no one beneath him to mimic him, so downward distortion is not necessary and he

trades in the same market θ as with full information.

The asymmetric information price, on the other hand, is higher for each security f

than under complete information. Note that the buyer’s free entry condition implies

that each price is composed of the value of the security f minus a discount kθ{mpθq,
which represents search costs divided by the buyer’s probability of a successful pur-

chase. Figure 1.3.1 shows that asymmetric information implies a lower liquidity θ

per security f , lowering the discount kθ{mpθq. The intuition is that asymmetric

information requires higher quality sellers to trade in lower liquidity markets, so that

buyers have a higher probability of purchase for a given f , and therefore require a

lower discount.
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Figure 1.2: Complete information market tightness Θ�
CI and asymmetric informa-

tion equilibrium market tightness Θ�.

The equilibrium of Proposition 1 is similar to the equilibrium of DeMarzo and

Duffie (1999), in that liquidity is decreasing in security quality f , but in my paper

there is a price discount due to search costs. The following theorem shows just how

similar these two equilibria are: as search costs k in my model converge to zero, the

equilibrium converges to an equilibrium equivalent to that in DeMarzo and Duffie

(1999).

Theorem 1. As search costs k Ñ 0,

(i) p�pfq Ñ f
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(ii) mpΘ�pfqq Ñ
�
f

f

	 1
1�δ

(iii) P �pmpθqq Ñ f

rmpθqs1�δ
,

which is equivalent to the separating equilibrium in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999) if

mpθq is replaced by fraction sold q.

The first item of the theorem is intuitive; as search costs go to zero, buyers

require no discount in order to compensate them for searching, so prices converge

to the inherent value of the asset. The second item illustrates the equivalence of

liquidity (probability of sale) in my model to retention (fraction sold) in the model

of DeMarzo and Duffie. A seller with any particular asset quality f will sell the

asset, in the limit, with the same probability mpΘ�pfqq as his fraction sold Q�pfq
in the model of DeMarzo and Duffie. The third item follows from the first two,

and is included simply for completeness in order show that the relation between sale

probability mpθq and price P �pmpθqq is the same as DeMarzo and Duffie’s formula

relating price to fraction sold q.

The theorem is reassuring because it corresponds with our intuition that signaling

with liquidity (probability of sale) is analagous to signaling with retention (fraction

unsold); in both cases, sellers have some probability of being stuck with at least

part of the asset at the end of the period. This prospect is less onerous for sellers

with good assets, so these sellers take on either a lower probability of sale or a lower

fraction sold in order to signal that quality to buyers. The next section, however,

illustrates how these two seemingly identical signals differ.

1.3.2 Two Signals: Liquidity and Retention

Complete Information

Now suppose that the seller chooses not only the price p (and therefore θ) on which to

sell, but also the fraction q of the security he wishes to sell. So sellers now potentially
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have two channels available with which to signal their asset quality. First consider

the complete information problem:

max
θ¡0,qPr0,1s

mpθpp, qqqq pp� δfq

s.t.

mpθpp, qqq
θpp, qq q pf � pq � k � 0

Rearrange the free-entry condition to isolate p and plug into the seller’s objective

function to obtain:

max
θ¡0,qPr0,1s

mpθqqp1� δqf � kθ,

which is clearly solved by qCIpfq � 1 and ΘCIpfq solves m1pθqp1 � δqf � k. So the

complete information allocation is unchanged when sellers can choose both the price

p and the fraction q.

Asymmetric Information

Now consider the case of asymmetric information. I define a signaling equilibrium

in the case of two signals.

Definition 2. A fully separating equilibrium for the two-signal game with one-

dimensional private information is

1. a set M � R� � r0, 1s of price-quantity pairs pp, qq

2. a market tightness function θpp, qq : R� � r0, 1s Ñ R�, and

3. buyer beliefs µpf |p, qq : rf, f̄ s � R� � r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s

such that

1. Full separation: For all pp, qq P M , there exists a unique f P rf, f̄ s such that

µpf |p, qq ¡ 0.
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2. Seller’s problem: For all pp, qq PM and all f P rf, f̄ s, µpf |p, qq ¡ 0 implies

pp, qq P arg max
pp1,q1qPM

mpθpp1, q1qqq1pp1 � δfq.

3. Buyer’s problem:

(a) Free entry: For all pp, qq PM and all f P rf, f̄ s,

mpθpp, qqq
θpp, qq qpErf̃ |p, qs � pq � k � 0

(b) No profitable deviation: There does not exist a pp, qq RM such that

mpθpp, qqq
θpp, qq qpErf̃ |p, qs � pq � k ¡ 0.

Off equilibrium beliefs are restricted in a manner directly analogous to the one-

signal case.

Here I use an approach from Viswanathan (1987) to find the Pareto optimal

equilibrium. Viswanathan (1987) considers a setting in which managers have private

information about the firm’s future prospects, and can signal the prospects using

multiple instruments. Viswanathan’s solution strategy uses a mechanism design to

find the set of equilibria, and optimal control to find the Pareto optimal signaling

strategy.

The following proposition shows that sellers use only liquidity θ to signal asset

quality.

Theorem 2. If only asset quality f is private information, the two-signal separating

equilibrium pp�pfq, q�pfq, θ�pp, qq, µ�pf |p, qqq is given by:

(i) p�pfq � f � kΘ�pfq
mpΘ�pfqq
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(ii) q�pfq � 1 @f P rf, f̄ s

(iii) θ�pp, qq � Θ�pp��1ppqq

(iv) µpf |p, qq � Ippp�pfq, q�pfqq � pp, qqq

where Θ�pfq solves

�
m1pΘqp1� δqf � k

	dΘ

df
� �mpΘq, Θ�pfq � ΘCIpfq,

and off-equilibrium θpp, qq and µpf |p, qq are clarified in the proof (Appendix).

The theorem says that the seller will attempt to sell the entire asset regardless

of his private information, and will distinguish himself instead by the liquidity of

the market he sells in. That is, the retention signal q shuts down, and higher types

signal by selling in a market of lower liquidity. Note that the differential equation

characterizing the equilibrium liquidity for each type is the same as it was in the

one-signal case, when sellers did not have the retention signal available to them.

So, the availability of the additional signal of retention does nothing to change the

equilibrium payoff or allocation of the sellers.

This result is consistent with the simpler asset market example in Guerrieri,

Shimer, and Wright (2010). In their model, only two seller types exist, and the

terms of the contract are two-dimensional: a transfer (price), and conditional on a

match, an ex-post trading probability (analogous to my fraction sold q). They also

find that in equilibrium, the ex-post trading probability is 1 for both types, and

separation occurs via the matching probability instead; so Proposition 2 confirms

their result in a setting with a continuum of types. The continuum setting allows me

to use optimal control to solve the equilibrium, which yields a clear intuitive cost-

benefit representation (discussed below) of the advantage of signaling with liquidity

θ rather than fraction sold q. This proposition also serves as a useful contrast to
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the next section’s setting with two-dimensional private information, in which almost

every type distorts fraction sold q below 1 in order to fully separate both asset quality

f and seller patience δ.

To understand the intuition behind Proposition 2, recall that the seller’s and

buyer’s profits, respectively, are given by the following expressions

Seller: mpθqqpp� δfq Buyer: npθqqpf � pq � k � 0

In order to signal higher asset quality f , the seller may choose a lower market tight-

ness θ (and therefore lower sale probability mpθq) or a lower fraction q; both of these

signals are not only costly, but are equally costly from the seller’s perspective. Note,

however, that lowering θ and q have inverse effects on the buyer: because buying

probability npθq is decreasing in market tightness θ, choosing a market with lower

liquidity θ benefits buyers by resulting in a higher matching probability, whereas

selling a lower quantity q is costly to both buyers and sellers. It makes sense that

the Pareto optimum would involve raising q to its upper limit so as to benefit both

parties, because the signaling can be accomplished solely by distorting market tight-

ness downward; although costly to sellers, lowering θ is beneficial to buyers, enabling

them to pay a higher price.

This heuristic argument can be made more precise if the selection of the Pareto

optimal separating equilibrium is framed as an optimal control problem. The proof

applies the optimal control setup in a rigorous fashion, but here I broadly illustrate

the setup in order to extract some helpful intuition.

Imagine a social planner who receives reports of each seller’s asset quality and

offers them a price p, a market tightness θ, and a fraction sold q. That is, the

planner designs a direct revelation mechanism pp, θ, qq : rf, f̄ s Ñ R2
�� � r0, 1s. The

planner must select the mechanism which satisfies both buyer free entry and (by

the revelation principle) seller inc entive compatibility, and also offers the highest
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payoff possible to each seller. Given some mechanism i, I can eliminate price p by

substituting the buyer’s free entry condition into the seller’s profit function, and then

write the type f seller’s profit for reporting f̂ as

Πipf̂ |fq � mpθipf̂qqqipf̂qpf̂ � δfq � kθipf̂q.

Local incentive compatibility requires that

0 � Πi
1pf |fq � pm1pθipfqqqipfqp1� δqf � kq θ1ipfq�mpθipfqqp1�δqfq1ipfq�mpθipfqqqipfq.

(1.4)

In equilibrium, sellers truthfully report their type, so denote the seller’s equilibrium

profit by Π̄pfq � Πpf |fq. The envelope condition allows rewriting the local incentive

compatibility constraint as

Π̄1
ipfq � �δmpθipfqqqipfq. (1.5)

Now suppose that a seller is trying to decide between two incentive compatible mech-

anisms i and j, which agree up to type f and diverge thereafter. Because the mech-

anisms are equal at type f , the envelope condition (1.5) implies that

Π̄1
ipfq � �δmpθipfqqqipfq � δmpθjpfqqqjpfq � Π̄1

jpfq,

so the slope of the profit function under both mechanisms is equal at the divergent

point f . However, the curvature of the profit function may not be. To see this,

observe that

Π̄2pfq � �δm1pθipfqqqipfqθ1ipfq � δmpθipfqqq1ipfq, (1.6)

and although pθipfq, qipfqq � pθjpfq, qjpfqq, there is no guarantee that pθ1ipfq, q1ipfqq �
pθ1jpfq, q1jpfqq. Therefore, the curvature of the profit function under one mechanism

may be unequal to the curvature under another. It is clear that the mechanism which

offers the highest curvature must dominate the other mechanism.
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The upshot of this reasoning is that the social planner’s problem can be framed

as an optimal control problem in which the planner chooses θ1pfq and q1pfq in such

a way as to both satisfy incentive compatibility (1.4) and to maximize the curvature

of the profit function (1.6).

max
�θ1,�q1

δm1pθqqp�θ1q � δmpθqp�q1q (1.7)

s.t.

mpθqq �
�
m1pθqqp1� δqf � k

	
p�θ1q �mpθqp1� δqfp�q1q (1.8)

In this optimal control problem, the states are pθ, qq and the controls are p�θ1,�q1q.
I have written the controls with a minus sign in order to capture the fact that higher

types distinguish themselves by posting a lower value of θ or q than that of lower

types, so to signal is to sell with lower liquidity θ (i.e., �θ1 is high) and/or lower

quantity q (i.e., �q1 is high).

The control problem (1.7) and (1.8) makes clearer why the signal q gets no use

in the Pareto optimal equilibrium. The objective function (1.7) weights each signal

according to the marginal benefit of using that signal, whereas the IC constraint

(1.8) displays the marginal cost of using each signal.

Because both the objective and the IC constraint are linear, the solution is bang-

bang, and the signal with the highest benefit-cost ratio does all of the signaling, and

the other signal gets no use. It is clear from the coefficients in (1.7) and (1.8) that

signalling with liquidity θ has the highest benefit-cost ratio because of the search

costs k. Were it not for the presence of search costs k, θ and q would have identical

benefit-cost ratios and so would be equally preferable from the planner’s perspective.

To signal higher quality, the seller can trade in a market of lower liquidity θ, or

he can simply sell a smaller fraction q of his security. Both are costly signals because

they lower the expected fraction of the security sold. However, trading in a market
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of lower liquidity θ has the benefit of requiring lower search costs. So if a seller

trades in a lower market θ, the total search costs per seller are lower. This makes

signaling via market liquidity θ less costly than signaling via fraction sold q, so the

seller always prefers to signal by trading in a less liquid market θ.

1.3.3 Security Design

Now suppose that before sellers privately learn the quality of their asset, they can

design a security backed by that asset. Anticipating the arrival of private informa-

tion and the equilibrium of the trading game discussed above, the seller designs the

security that will result in the highest expected payoff.

The seller’s asset generates future cash flows denoted by X, a non-negative

bounded random variable. As in the previous section, the seller discounts future

cash flows by a factor δ P p0, 1q, which is fixed at a common value for all sellers and

is public knowledge. The buyer’s discount factor is normalized to 1, and the wedge

between discount factors generates gains from trade. In order to raise cash, the

seller creates an asset-backed security to sell. The payoff of the security F � φpXq
is contingent on the asset’s cash flows X, so F is a real-valued random variable mea-

surable with respect to X. Security holders claims are secured solely by the assets,

so 0 ¤ F ¤ X.

After the design of the security, but before the sale, the seller receives private

information relevant to the payoff of the security. Denote the information by random

variable Z P R, so that the issuer’s conditional valuation of the security is EpF |Zq.
For each security design F , the issuer assumes some liquidity schedule θF ppq : R� Ñ
R�; if the seller posts price p, then θF ppq is the market liquidity of the security F .

Given a security F , I can write the seller’s objective as a function of price p, and

therefore market tightness θF ppq as follows:

δEpX � F |Zq � δp1�mpθF ppqqqEpF |Zq �mpθF ppqqp
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� δEpX|Zq �mpθF ppqqrp� δEpF |Zqs.

After the seller not only designs the security, but also receives private information

z, then the seller’s relevant private information is simply the particular outcome

f � ErF pXq|zs of EpF |Zq, and the seller’s liquidation problem is

ΠF pfq � max
p¡0

mpθF ppqqrp� δf s. (1.9)

The only difference between the seller’s problem in this section and the previous

section is that the equilibrium liquidation schedule θF ppq and therefore profit function

ΠF pfq depend on the structure of the security F . Before receiving private information

Z, the seller anticipates this dependency, and designs the security F in order to induce

the most favorable profit function Πpfq to maximize his expected profit. Letting

V pF q � ErΠF pEpF |Zqqs denote the sellers expected profit contingent on security F ,

the security design problem is

sup
F
V pF q.

I can summarize the timing of the game as follows:

1. The seller designs a security F .

2. The seller receives private information Z, which determines a particular out-

come f of EpF |Zq.

3. Buyers post a set of prices P � R�.

4. Each seller selects a sale price p P P with an associated liquidity θF ppq, in order

to maximize his expected profit.

5. The following period, cash flows are realized and remaining consumption takes

place.
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Before solving for the optimal F , I first define the following restriction on the

conditional distribution of X given Z:

Definition 3. An outcome z of Z is a uniform worst case if, for any other outcome

z and any interval I � R� of outcomes of X,

1. if µpX P I|zq ¡ 0, then µpX P I|zq ¡ 0;

2. the conditional of µp�|zq given X P I has first-order stochastic dominance over

the conditional of µp�|zq given X P I.

Note that the existence of a uniform worst case is weaker than the monotone

likelihood ratio property. I am now ready to solve for the optimal security F .

Proposition 2. If there is a uniform worst case, then among increasing monotone

securities, a standard debt contract F pXq � minpX, dq is an optimal security.

The intuition here is similar to the intuition in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999). At one

extreme, riskless debt is the least information sensitive security because it eliminates

the problem of asymmetric information, but it also requires sellers to hold a large

portion of their future cash flows which they would prefer to sell immediately. At

the other extreme, pure equity is the most information sensitive security but allows

sellers to receive capital now for all of their future cash flows. Standard debt with

a risky portion falls between these two extremes, trading off the lemons cost due to

asymmetric information with the cost of holding unsecuritized cash flows.

1.4 2-D Private Information: Quality and Impatience

Suppose that sellers are heterogenous not only in asset quality f P rf, f̄ s, but also in

patience, parameterized by discount factor δ P rδ, δ̄s, and that both dimensions are

privately known to the seller. This seems reasonable, as different sellers could have
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different willingness to sell, and buyers may not know if asset quality or impatience

are affecting the terms of sale. While two dimensional private information is con-

sidered by both Chang (2012) and Guerrieri and Shimer (2013), this section is more

similar to that in Guerrieri and Shimer.

There are several differences between the setup of this section and the setup of

Guerrieri and Shimer (2013), but here I highlight the most salient ones. The must

fundamental difference is that in their model, the sellers must sell the entire asset

or none at all, whereas in my model sellers can signal by selling only a fraction of

the asset. This additional signal allows the sellers to separate both asset quality

and patience, obviating the assumptions made by Guerrieri and Shimer about the

distribution of seller types. A second major difference is the form of the matching

function, which they assume is piecewise linear: mpθq � minrθ, 1s. My matching

function, on the other hand, is a more general strictly increasing, strictly concave

function bounded between zero and one, and the specific example I explore includes

their matching function as a limiting case. The strictly increasing form of my match-

ing function, though less convenient to work with, turns out to be essential for full

separation. This general form for mpθq also allows me to find conditions under which

liquidity θ may be increasing in asset quality. Third, Guerrieri and Shimer let the

agents endogenously decide whether to buy, sell, do both, or neither, whereas in my

model agents are assigned exogenously to be either buyers or sellers.

1.4.1 Complete Information

Denote the seller’s privately known type by s � pf, δq P rf, f̄ s � rδ, δ̄s � S � R2
��.

Under complete information,

max
θ¡0,qPr0,1s

mpθpp, qqqq pp� δfq
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s.t.

mpθpp, qqq
θpp, qq q pf � pq � k � 0

Rearrange the free-entry condition to isolate p and plug into the seller’s objective

function to obtain:

max
θ¡0,qPr0,1s

mpθqqp1� δqf � kθ,

which is clearly solved by qCIpfq � 1 and ΘCIpfq solves m1pθqp1� δqf � k, as above.

Note here that the difference from above is that the discount factor is not fixed across

sellers, but ranges from δ to δ̄.

1.4.2 Asymmetric Information

Now consider the signaling equilibrium for the case in which the seller’s discount

factor δ and asset quality f are private information.

Definition 4. A fully separating equilibrium for the two-signal game with two-

dimensional private information is a set M of price-quantity pairs pp, qq, a market

tightness function θpp, qq : M Ñ R�, and buyer beliefs µpf, δ|p, qq : S �M Ñ r0, 1s
such that

1. Seller’s problem: For all pp, qq PM and all pf, δq P S, µpf, δ|p, qq ¡ 0 implies

pp, qq P arg max
pp1,q1qPM

mpθpp1, q1qqq1pp1 � δfq.

2. Buyer’s problem:

(a) Free entry: For all pp, qq PM and all pf, δq P S,

mpθpp, qqq
θpp, qq qpErf̃ |p, qs � pq � k � 0
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(b) No profitable deviation: There does not exist a pp, qq RM such that

mpθpp, qqq
θpp, qq qpErf̃ |p, qs � pq � k ¡ 0.

Again, I restrict off-equilibrium beliefs in a manner directly analogous to the one-

and two-signal cases in which only asset quality is privately known.

Ordinarily, finding the separating equilibrium of a two-dimensional type space is

difficult, if not impossible. In this case, however, the solution is greatly simplified

if I reparameterize the type space. Instead of letting the private information be

characterized by asset quality f � ErF pXq|Zs and discount factor δ, I define a new

space S̃ in which the first dimension is unchanged, but the second dimension is the

seller’s discounted asset valuation v � δf , so S̃ � tpf, δfq : pf, δq P Su. Since there

is a one-to-one mapping between S and S̃, this transformation is without loss of

generality.

The solution strategy, as in the case of one-dimensional private information, is to

find the Pareto optimal incentive compatible mechanism that satisfies the buyer’s free

entry condition and the seller’s individual rationality constraint. I distinguish the

mechanism with domain S̃ from the mechanism with domain S by placing a tilde˜over

the mechanism with domain S̃. Let an external market maker design an incentive-

compatible mechanism pP̃ psq, θ̃psq, q̃psqq, s � pf, vq P S̃ that satisfies the conditions

of the equilibrium. Note that free-entry implies P̃ pŝq � f̂ � kθ̃pŝq{mpθ̃pŝqqq̃pŝq. I

obtain a convenient expression for the seller’s profit if I eliminate P̃ by plugging it

into the seller’s objective function:

Πpŝ|sq � mpθ̃pŝqqq̃pŝqpf̂ � vq � kθ̃pŝq

.

I seek the Pareto optimal mechanism pθ̃psq, q̃psqq that satisfies:
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1. Global incentive compatibility

Πps|sq ¥ Πpŝ|sq @pŝ, sq P S̃2 (GIC)

2. Individual rationality:

Πps|sq ¥ 0 (IR)

Lemma 1. A mechanism pθ̃, q̃q satisfies global incentive compatibility (GIC) if and

only if

1. For any fixed v, the equilibrium payoff of seller pf, vq is constant in f , and is

therefore fully determined by v. For convenience, write the equilibrium payoff

to seller pf, vq who tells the truth as Πppf, vq|pf, vqq � Πpvq.

2. The envelope condition: the equilibrium payoff Πpvq of seller pf, vq is differ-

entiable almost everywhere, and where Π1pvq exists, it is equal to the seller’s

expected fraction sold

� Π1pvq � mpθ̃pf, vqqq̃pf, vq @f P S̃pvq, (ENV)

where S̃pvq � tf : pf, vq P S̃u.

3. Monotonicity: Given ŝ � pf̂ , v̂q and s � pf, vq, if v̂ ¡ v, then mpθ̃pŝqqq̃pŝq ¤
mpθ̃psqqq̃psq, regardless of f̂ and f .

Part (1) of the lemma states that sellers of common private valuation v must

receive the same profit; so if two sellers have assets of different quality (f � f 1),

but value their assets the same (δf � δ1f 1), they must receive the same profit. If

not, then the lower profit seller would always pretend to be the higher profit seller,

and there would be no way to punish him for doing so, because the private value he

places on his asset is the same as the value which the other seller places on his asset.
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Part (2) states for almost every private value v, sellers of common private valuation

must have the same expected fraction sold. Below, I show that in the Pareto optimal

fully separating equilibrium, this must hold for every private value v, not just almost

every v.

Proposition 3. Let fpvq � inftf : pf, vq P S̃u. The fully separating equilibrium

under two dimensional private information and two-dimensional signaling takes the

following form:

p�pf, vq � Πpvq
�Π1pvq � v, q�pf, vq � �Π1pvq

mpθpf, vqq ,

M� � tpp, qq P R� � r0, 1s : Dpf, vq P S̃ s.t. pp�pf, vq, q�pf, vqq � pp, qqu,

µpf, v|p, qq � Itpp�pf, vq, q�pf, vqq � pp, qqu, and θ�pp, qq � θ̃ppp�, q�q�1pp, qqq,

where θpf, vq and Πpvq are characterized by

θ̃pf, vq � �1

k
rΠpvq � Π1pvqpf � vqs

Π1pvq � �m
�
�1

k

�
Πpvq � Π1pvqpfpvq � vq�
 , Πpvq � ΠCIpfpvq, vq. (1.10)

I address off-equilibrium θ�pp, qq and µpf, v|p, qq in the proof (Appendix).

This structure of seller profit Π, liquidity θ, and fraction sold q in this equilibrium

are illustrated in Figure 1.4.2. The figure shows that isoquants of seller profit Π

correspond to sets of sellers with common private valuation v; i.e., sellers of common

private valuation v make the same profit Πpvq, as asserted by Lemma 1. Price ppf, vq
is not pictured in the figure because its isoquants are so similar to those of profit
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Figure 1.3: The Pareto optimal separating equilibrium with two dimensional pri-
vate information and two signals. Contour plot arrows indicate the direction of
increasing contour lines. In the case plotted, there exists a region in which θ is
increasing in asset quality f , contrary to received theory.
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Π; the proposition shows that the price p� is independent of asset quality f , so its

isoquants, as with profit Π, are sets of sellers with common private valuation v. This

follows by recalling from Lemma 1 that profit Πpf, vq � mpθpf, vqqqpf, vqpppf, vq�vq
is independent of f , and so is expected fraction sold mpθqq. In addition, p�pvq is

invertible, so buyers can infer the private value v of any seller trading at price p,

regardless of the seller’s fraction sold q. In other words, price p reveals seller value

v, and contingent on price p, quantity q reveals asset quality f . The structure of

this equilibrium will be further explored by a series of corollaries, starting with an

examination of how liquidity and retention vary among sellers with common private

valuation.

Corollary 1. For fixed seller value v, liquidity θ is strictly increasing in asset value

f and quantity sold q is strictly decreasing in asset quality f .

Bθ̃pf, vq
Bf ¡ 0

Bq̃pf, vq
Bf   0.

As explained above, sellers of common private valuation all trade at the same

price p and the same expected fraction sold mpθqq. Also recall that the buyer’s zero

profit condition is npθqqpf�pq � k, where np�q is strictly decreasing in liquidity θ. So

if, among sellers of common value v, sellers with higher quality assets sold a greater

fraction q, then buyers would find markets with high q more attractive, so market

tightness θ would be driven up until buyers receive zero profit. But this cannot be an

equilibrium, because mpθqq must be constant across sellers of common v. Therefore,

it must be that sellers sell a lower fraction q of higher quality assets f , with market

tightness on the other hand rising with asset quality f to keep expected fraction sold

mpθqq constant.
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Corollary 2. Among sellers of common value v, the seller with the lowest quality

asset fpvq sells the entire asset: q̃pfpvq, vq � 1.

The graph of fpvq is the left boundary and the upper boundary of S, and Figure

1.4.2 shows that sellers on this boundary sell the entire asset (q̃pfpvq, vq � 1). As in

the case where only asset quality f is private information, because selling a greater

quantity q is beneficial to both buyers and sellers, the Pareto optimal equilibrium

will naturally involve the greatest amount q sold possible. Corollary 1 implies that

among sellers of common private value v, the sellers with the lowest quality f sell

the greatest fraction q, so it makes sense that these types will sell everything in the

Pareto optimal separating equilibrium.

Corollary 3. Any type pf, δq on the left boundary of S receives the complete infor-

mation allocation:

1. qpf, δq � 1

2. θpf, δq solves m1pθpf, δqqp1� δqf � k.

The intuition here is similar to the case of one-dimensional private information:

the types pf, δq on the left boundary hold the worst assets, so no sellers desire to

mimic them and it is not necessary to distort their allocation away from the first

best in order to prevent mimicry. It is also not necessary to prevent these types from

mimicking each other, who vary only in patience δ, because the buyer is indifferent

to seller patience, caring only about asset quality f , so pretending to be more or less

patient than the truth confers no advantage.

Note that the features of the Pareto optimal fully separating equilibrium that have

been discussed so far are already incompatible with the piecewise linear matching

function of Guerrier and Shimer (2012): m̂pθq � minrθ, 1s. With such a matching
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function, the complete information allocation is θ̃CIpf, vq � q̃CIpf, vq � 1, for all

pf, vq P S̃. So if the left border pf, vq receives the complete information allocation,

then θ̃pf, vq � q̃pf, vq � 1, so m̂pθ̃pf, vqqq̃pf, vq � 1. However, Lemma 1 indicated

that mpθ̃qq̃ must be constant for sellers of private valuation v and Corollary 1 showed

that q̃pf, vq must be strictly decreasing in asset quality f . If m̂ � minrθ, 1s, this is

impossible, because sale probability m̂ � 1 is at its maximum value, and cannot

increase in order to offset a decreasing quantity q.1

Now consider how the liquidity θ and fraction sold q vary with asset quality f

and seller patience δ in the original untransformed space S. The behavior is liquidity

θ and fraction sold q depend on which region of S the seller occupies, so I first divide

S into partitions. Denote the set of seller valuations v by V � rv, v̄s. Note that

v � δf and v̄ � δ̄f̄ . Partition V at ṽ � δ̄f into a lower region V � rv, ṽs and a

higher region V̄ � rṽ, v̄s. The lower region V is the set of types v that have the same

minimum asset quality fpvq � f . In the higher region V̄ , however, higher types

v have a higher minimum asset quality fpvq � v{δ̄. Also define a corresponding

partition for the original type space S. That is, let S � tpf, δq P S : δf P V u and

S̄ � tpf, δq P S : δf P V̄ u.

Corollary 4. Suppose pf, δq P S̄, so that δf P rδ̄f , δ̄f̄ s. Then

Bθpf, δq
Bf   0

Bθpf, δq
Bδ   0,

so liquidity θ is decreasing in both asset quality f and seller patience δ.

Figure 1.4.2 shows that in S̄, the upper-right region of S, liquidity falls as either

asset quality f or seller patience δ increase.

Corollary 5. Suppose pf, δq P S, so that δf P rδf, δ̄f s. Then

1 I conjecture more strongly that if mpθq � minrθ, 1s, then there does not exist a fully separating
equilibrium. This will be further explained in the next draft.
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(i) fraction sold qpf, δq is decreasing in asset quality f and seller patience δ

Bqpf, δq
Bf   0

Bqpf, δq
Bδ   0,

(ii) liquidity θpf, δq is decreasing in seller patience δ

Bθpf, δq
Bδ   0.

The figure illustrates that in S, the lower left region of S, fraction sold q is indeed

decreasing in asset quality f and seller patience δ, and liquidity θ is decreasing in

seller patience δ. The corollary does not address how liquidity changes with asset

quality f , because in S, liquidity θ’s response to increased quality f depends on the

form of the matching function mp�q and will be discussed below.

I next present a key theorem of the paper, which demonstrates that in this envi-

ronment, it is possible for liquidity θ to be increasing in asset quality f . Standard

assumptions on the matching function m are not sufficient to identify the sign of

the partial Bθ{Bf in the lower region S, so I assume that mpθq � p1� θ�rq�1{r with

r ¡ 0. This function satisfies the assumptions on m from Section 2, and also contains

a parameter r which controls the efficiency of the matching process. As r goes to

zero, both mpθq and mpθq{θ converge pointwise to zero, meaning that both sellers’

and buyers’ probability of trade goes to zero, so the matching is perfectly inefficient.

On the other hand, as r goes to infinity, mpθq converges uniformly to minrθ, 1s and

mpθq{θ converges uniformly to minr1, θ�1s; this means that the matching is perfectly

efficient, because in a given market, whichever side (buyers or sellers) has fewer

agents will trade with probability 1.

Theorem 3. Suppose mpθq � p1� θ�rq�1{r.
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(i) For high enough matching efficiency r, there exists a positive measure subset of

S for which liquidity θpf, δq is strictly increasing in asset quality f .

(ii) For low enough matching efficiency r, liquidity θpf, δq is strictly decreasing in

asset quality f for all pf, δq P S.

Figure 1.4.2 depicts case (i) of the theorem. In the figure, beginning at nearly any

point on the left border, liquidity θ increases with asset quality f until just before

crossing into the region S̄. In order to understand the intuition of this theorem, it

is helpful to decompose the marginal liquidity of asset quality. Recall that θpf, δq �
θ̃pf, δfq, so

Bθpf, δq
Bf � Bθ̃pf, vq

Bf � δ
Bθ̃pf, vq
Bv (1.11)

That is, holding seller patience δ fixed, increasing asset quality affects liquidity θ̃

through two channels: the value f to the buyer increases, and so does the value

v � δf to the seller. Also note that analyzing liquidity θ̃pf, vq of seller pf, vq is

equivalent to analyzing the search costs kθ̃pf, vq reimbursed by seller pf, vq, and

recall that the profit of seller pf, vq may be expressed as

Πpvq � mpθ̃pf, vqqq̃pf, vqpf � vq � kθ̃pf, vq, (1.12)

� mpθ̃pf, vqqpf � vq � kθ̃pf, vq, (1.13)

The intuition now may be summarized as follows. An increase in asset quality

f impacts liquidity θ (equivalently search costs kθ) via two channels: buyer value f

rises, and seller value v rises. For fixed v, the marginal increase of expected gains

from trade from raising buyer value f is simply expected fraction sold mpθ̃pf, vqq,
so the marginal increase in search costs kBθ̃{Bf must equal mpθ̃pf, vqq in order to

keep profits equal across sellers of common v. On the other hand, for fixed buyer

value f , the marginal drop in expected gains from trade from raising seller value v
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results from the drop in expected fraction sold Bmpθ̃pf, vqq{Bv required to keep low

v’s from mimicking higher v’s, and the drop in search costs kθ̃v exactly offsets this.

For high matching efficiency r, on the left boundary sellers optimally choose a market

tightness θ̃pf, vq close to 1, making market tightness θ̃pf, vq not very sensitive to seller

valuation v. Therefore, kBθ̃pf, vq{Bf � mpθ̃pf, vqq is close to 1, and kBθ̃pf, vq{Bv is

close to zero, so the first channel dominates the second; that is, the rise in search costs

(liquidity) from raising buyer valuation f is greater than the drop in search costs

(liquidity) from raising seller valuation v, so near the left boundary of S, liquidity is

increasing in asset quality f .

1.4.3 Comparison with Partial Pooling

As discussed above, Guerrieri and Shimer (2013) consider two dimensional private

information in a similar framework as this model. One crucial difference is that they

do not include the retention signal q in their framework, and therefore are unable to

fully separate both asset quality and seller impatience. This leads to a partial pooling

equilibrium in which sellers are distinguishable only up to their private valuation δf .

This section compares the fully separating equilibrium of my model to a partial

pooling equilibrium analagous to their model. My setting is not identical to the

setup in Guerrieri and Shimer (2013), but the environments are sufficiently similar

to offer instructive comparisons. I first solve for the Pareto optimal partial pooling

equilibrium, and then show that it Pareto dominates full separation; however, I next

show that full separation is sustained by a strictly greater set of off-equilibrium beliefs

than partial pooling is sustained by, and therefore full separation is more robust.

Proposition 4. Suppose that Erf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs is strictly increasing in v. The Pareto

optimal partial pooing equilibrium under two dimensional private information and

two-dimensional signaling takes the following form:
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p�pf, vq � Πpvq
�Π1pvq � v, q�pf, vq � 1,

where θpf, vq and Πpvq are characterized by

θ̃pf, vq � �1

k

�
Πpvq � Π1pvqpErf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs � vq

�
,

Π1pvq � �m
�
�1

k

�
Πpvq � Π1pvqpErf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs � vq

�

, Πpvq � ΠCIpfpvq, vq,

(1.14)

and M�, µ�pf, v|p, qq, and θ�pp, qq immediately follow as in Proposition 3.

I discuss the off equilibrium beliefs in the next section on robustness. The assump-

tion of strictly increasing expected asset quality Erf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs is required in Guerrieri

and Shimer (2013), and guarantees that sellers of lower value v are tempted to mimic

sellers of higher value v.

The key feature of this equilibrium is that every type attempts to sell the entire

quantity of the asset, so fraction sold q is equal to 1 for all types. This leaves price

p as the only distinguishing signal; the proposition shows that price is an invertible

function of seller value v, so buyers separate sellers only up to v, as in Guerrieri and

Shimer (2013). The next proposition compares this partial pooling equilibrium to

the fully separating equilibrium.

Proposition 5. Let Σ be the Pareto optimal equilibrium in which all types fully

separate. Let Φ be the Pareto optimal equilibrium in which partial pooling occurs in

the following way: sellers with distinct private values δf separate, and sellers with

common private values δf pool.

Then partial pooling Φ Pareto dominates full separation Σ: @v ¡ v, ΠΦpvq ¡
ΠΣpvq.
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To understand the intuition of the proposition, note that under partial pooling,

no retention occurs. Under full separation, however, retention is necessary in order

to distinguish between sellers of common private valuation v. This results in lower

surplus and therefore lower equilibrium profit to the sellers. Indeed, under full sep-

aration, the only types which sell the entire asset (q � 1) are the worst assets fpvq
for any private value v, and incentive compatibility requires that sellers of the same

value v but with better assets f ¡ fpvq can do no better than them. In contrast,

pooling sellers of common v allows all of them to sell everything (q � 1), thereby

improving over full separation.

Although partial pooling Pareto dominates full separation, it is less robust to

off-equilibrium beliefs. Recall the restriction on off-equilibrium beliefs developed in

Gale (1996), and applied by Guerrieri, Shimer, and Wright (2010) and Chang (2012)

as follows. First define θppp, qq, sq � inftθ̃ ¡ 0 : mpθqqpp � vq ¥ Πpvqu, which is

the lowest acceptable market tightness for type s in equilibrium. Recall that when

buyers post off-equilibrium pp, qq pairs, they expect the type that will accept the

lowest probability of trade. Defining T pp, qq � arg infsPS̃ θppp, q, q, sq, this leads to

the following restriction.

For any pair pp, qq RM and type s, µps|p, qq � 0 if s R T pp, qq. (R)

This restriction is not sufficient to choose a unique equilibrium in this context. In

particular, there exist beliefs which satisfy the restriction (R) which support both the

partial pooling equilibrium Φ and the fully separating equilibrium Σ. However, the

fully separating equilibrium is more robust in the following sense: any off equilibrium

beliefs satisfying the restriction (R) support full separation Σ, but there exist beliefs

satisfying (R) that break partial pooling Φ.

To make this precise, let Γ0 be the set of off-equilibrium beliefs satisfying (R).
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Let ΓpΦq be the set of beliefs in Γ0 which support the partial pooling equilibrium Φ,

and ΓpΣq be the set of beliefs in Γ0 which support the fully separating equilibrium

Σ.

Proposition 6. Full separation Σ is more robust than partial pooling Φ in the fol-

lowing sense: ΓpΦq � ΓpΣq � Γ0.

That is, there exist beliefs satisfying (R) which break partial pooling Φ and

support full separation Σ, but not vice versa. (R) only pins down a unique private

value v which buyers can expect to be attracted to a contract pp, qq. However,

sellers of common private value v differ in asset quality f . If, for example, buyers

expect the best asset quality f̄pvq among these sellers, then offering to buy a slightly

smaller fraction q   1, but receiving a significantly better asset f̄pvq is a profitable

deviation; and therefore the pooling equilibrium is broken. This difficulty does not

occur under full separation, however, because for a fixed equilibrium price p, the

lowest equilibrium fraction q already corresponds to the highest asset quality f̄pvq
among sellers who post p; so buyers stand to gain nothing by offering an even lower

fraction q, which hurts both buyers and sellers.

1.4.4 Security Design

Suppose that after the design of security F , sellers receive not only private informa-

tion Z regarding the distribution of the assets X underlying F , but also a random,

privately known preference shock δ P rδ, δ̄s. Again denoting the conditional expected

security value by f � ErF pXq|zs, the seller’s private information s now is in two

dimensions: s � pf, δq P rf, f̄ s � rδ, δ̄s � S � R2
��. Assume that p1� δqf ¡ k for all

pf, δq P S, so that all types find it worthwhile to engage in costly search.

Proposition 7. If there is a uniform worst case, then among increasing monotone

securities, a standard debt contract F pXq � minpX, dq is an optimal security.
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Although δ is now stochastic, debt is still an optimal security. This is because the

equilibrium profit function Π is decreasing in the seller’s private valuation δf , and

therefore decreasing in asset quality f for fixed δ, but increasing in the lowest asset

quality f . This translates to the same tradeoff as in the case where seller patience

δ was fixed across sellers and public information. That is, sellers seek to design a

security which trades off retention costs (low f) with lemons costs (f much higher

than f). So for any fixed δ, a standard debt contract confers the same advantages

as in the case of public δ.

1.5 Literature Revisited

Having explored the major results of this paper, it is worthwhile to reflect on their

connection with results in related literature. Figure 1.5 illustrates how my paper not

only draws on, but departs from other key papers in the literature. I use the symbols

from my model to denote analogous variables in other papers, although those papers

may use alternative notation.

First consider similar models in which private information consists of only a single

dimension: asset quality. On the retention side, DeMarzo and Duffie (1999) show

how retaining a fraction q of the asset may function as a signal of asset quality f , in

which sellers with higher quality assets retain a greater fraction q of the security. On

the liquidity side, Guerrieri, Shimer, and Wright (2010) combine competitive search

with adverse selection, finding an equilibrium in which liquidity θ functions as a

sorting mechanism and is decreasing in asset quality f . The basic model of Chang

(2012) has one-dimensional private information, and applies the work of Guerrieri,

Shimer, and Wright (2010) to a continuum of types, allowing her to characterize the

equilibrium with a differential equation. She utilizes a mechanism design to solve

for the equilibrium, a strategy my paper draws on, and finds that sellers with higher

quality assets trade with lower liquidity.
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 DeMarzo and Duffie 
(1999) 

 
Type:  f 

Signal:  q 
Equilibrium:  separating 

Result:  q↓ in f 

Guerrieri, Shimer, and 
Wright (2010) 

 
Type:  f 

Signal:  θ 
Equilibrium:  separating 

Result:  θ↓ in f 

Chang (2012) 
 

Type:  (f,δ) 
Signal:  θ 

Equilibrium:  partial pooling 
Result:  θ↓ in f 

Note: Uses mechanism design, 
possible upward distortion of θ. 

Williams (2013), § 4 
 

Type:  f 
Signal:  (q,θ) 

Equilibrium:  separating 
Result:  q=1, θ↓ in f 

 

Guerrieri and Shimer (2012) 
 

Type:  (f,δ) 
Signal:  θ 

Equilibrium: separating up to δf.  
Result:  θ↓ in δf 

Note:  Assumes E[f| δf=v]↑ in v. 

Williams (2013) § 6 
 

Type:  (f,δ) 
Signal:  (q,θ) 

Equilibrium:  separating 
Result:  q↓ in f, non-mon. in δ 

θ↓ in δ, non-mon. in f. 
Note:  No distribution assumptions required. 

Figure 1.4: Literature overview. Asset quality is denoted by f , seller impatience
is denoted by δ, regardless of notation used in each paper. Fraction sold is q and
liquidity (buyer-seller ratio) is θ.
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These three papers restrict the seller exogenously to the use of a single signal–

retention or liquidity, but not both. Section 4 of my paper, however, builds a model

in which both retention and liquidity are available to the seller, but only liquidity is

used as a signal in equilibrium. That is, even sellers with high asset quality retain

none of the asset, instead distinguishing themselves by setting a price which induces

a low liquidity in equilibrium. In this manner, seemingly interchangeable signals are

shown to be well-ordered: signaling via liquidity dominates signaling via retention,

because low liquidity markets are beneficial to buyers, making them willing to pay a

higher price.

Now consider similar models in which private information consists of two-dimensions:

asset quality and seller impatience. Chang (2012) builds upon her basic model by

considering hidden motives of sale in the form a heterogeneous holding cost, which is

analagous to seller impatience in my model. She also finds that liquidity θ is decreas-

ing in asset quality f , but shows that hidden motives may create partial pooling;

sellers can only separate up to their private value of holding the asset, but not the

asset’s fundamental value. In a setup more similar to the one employed in Section

6 of my paper, Guerrieri and Shimer (2012) consider a setting in which sellers are

heterogeneous both in asset quality f and discount factor δ. Like Chang (2012),

because they only allow for a single signal of liquidity θ, they focus on pooling equi-

libria in which sellers separate only up to their private valuation, which in their case

is the product of the asset’s fundamental value and the seller’s discount factor. This

partial pooling equilibrium requires the assumption that, conditional on the seller’s

private valuation v, the expected asset quality f is increasing in seller value v. In

this equilibrium, liquidity is decreasing in the seller’s private value v.

Unlike Chang (2012) and Guerrieri and Shimer (2012), Section 6 of this paper

not only considers multidimensional private information, but also incorporates the

second signal of retaining a portion of the asset as in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999).
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This allows sellers to use both retention q and liquidity θ to fully separate their asset

quality f and patience δ. In contrast to all of the papers discussed in this section, I

show how the signals retention q and liquidity θ may exhibit nonmonotonicities. The

seller’s expected fraction soldmpθqq must still be decreasing in seller valuation δf � v,

but this monotonicity condition still allows nonmonotonicities of either signal along

certain dimensions of private information. In addition, because the equilibrium is

fully separating, I have no need to make assumptions about the distribution of seller

types.

1.6 Conclusion

The contribution of this paper, broadly speaking, is to develop a unified framework

in which both retention and liquidity can act as sorting mechanisms of seller type.

Here, the notion of liquidity is search-theoretic, a natural definition of liquidity which

draws on recent advances in the literature. I show that for the case in which only

asset quality is private information sellers can signal only with liquidity, the equilib-

rium subsumes DeMarzo and Duffie (1999) as a special limiting case, and that their

retention signal shuts down if liquidity signaling is available along with retention. In

both of these cases, standard debt is an optimal security.

I show that if private information is multidimensional, including not only asset

quality but also seller impatience, it is possible to find a fully separating equilibrium

using both liquidity and retention as simultaneous sorting channels. Unlike previous

literature that considers liquidity and asymmetric information, this equilibrium may

contain regions in which liquidity is increasing in asset quality, and the optimality of

debt is robust to privately known seller patience. Future work may explore dynamic

considerations, particularly how the possibility of repeated resale on a market plagued

by search frictions may influence the design of the security.
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2

Stress Tests and Bank Portfolio Choice

2.1 Introduction

It is widely presumed that investors are better off with more information than less.

Much regulation, such as the recent Dodd-Frank Act, is structured in order to help

investors become more informed. In the spirit of maximal information disclosure,

many presume that stress tests designed to disclose the solvency of banks should be

as informative as possible. For example, a recent article in the Wall Street Journal

predicts that stress tests performed by the European Central Bank may resolve

investor uncertainty about European banks, but with a caveat: “If, that is, the tests

are credible... The last tests under the sole supervision of the European Banking

Authority were risible; several banks passed them only to require bailouts later.1”

The quote laments the inaccuracy of the stress tests, implying that more informative

tests are better for investors.

This paper questions the presumption that more informative stress tests improve

investor welfare. I show that partially informative stress tests may in fact be optimal.

1 Davies, Paul, (2014, Oct. 22) The real reason to stress about Europe’s bank test, Wall Street
Journal
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Stress tests only need to be credible enough to prevent runs, so even stress tests with

some likelihood of issuing a passing grade to bad banks may be optimal.

I explore the structure of optimal stress tests using a model of bank runs which

is most similar to that presented by Allen and Gale (1998). A representative bank

issues demand deposit contracts to consumers in exchange for deposits. Banks must

choose the promised deposit return as well as the proportion of deposits allocated to

safe liquid assets and risky illiquid assets. I assume that at the time the consumers

deposit their funds at the bank, they are uncertain about their preferred timing of

future consumption and that they are intertemporally risk averse. The representative

bank offers a deposit contract which acts as intertemporal insurance by smoothing

consumption across future dates. At the second date, depositors learn whether they

prefer to consume early or late, and they also receive a public signal about the future

return of the risky asset. If this signal indicates a low enough future return, then

patient investors prefer to withdraw early and the bank is forced to liquidate all

assets, which is costly.

One important difference between my model and that of Allen and Gale is that

the public signal about the risky asset does not resolve all future uncertainty. The

remaining uncertainty creates scope for additional disclosure via a stress test, which

I formalize using the Bayesian persuasion framework of Kamenica and Gentzkow

(2011). Under this framework, stress tests are conceptualized as a distribution of

signals, conditional on the true future return of the risky asset. Both the structure

and result of the stress tests are public information, and the test is costless to perform,

so neither information asymmetries nor auditing costs exist as frictions in the model.

Despite the frictionless nature of the tests, I still find that partially informative

tests are optimal. If the original public signal is low enough to induce a run, regulators

may improve consumer welfare by performing a test which reduces the likelihood of

runs. It is optimal to design the test so that all good banks and some bad banks pass,
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but some bad banks fail. In particular, it is necessary to fail only just enough banks

to maintain the credibility of the passing grade, so that a passing grade induces a high

enough posterior belief in the risky asset’s return that patient investors do not run.

A test of this form improves welfare, because without it, the original public signal

was such that a run would have occurred with certainty, so the bank would have been

forced to liquidate the risky asset at a discount. Under the optimal test, however,

passing grades result in no-run equilibria, so the probability of costly liquidation is

reduced.

I also find that the lower the initial public confidence in the risky assets, the

more stringent the optimal stress tests must be. In particular, stress tests must give

passing grades to bad banks with less and less likelihood. Intuitively, low prior beliefs

require very strong signals of quality in order to induce posteriors high enough to

prevent runs. The harder a test is to pass, the stronger the signal of quality given

by a passing grade.

I examine the impact of anticipated stress tests on the bank’s ex ante portfolio and

contract. I find that anticipating optimal stress tests may decrease the bank’s optimal

capital cushion and raise the optimal deposit return promised to early withdrawers.

Intuitively, optimal stress tests reduce the likelihood of runs. Because the only value

of reserving a cushion of safe liquid capital is to lower the probability of runs, optimal

stress tests reduce the value of the cushion, so the optimal capital cushion falls. In

addition, although raising the promised deposit return to early withdrawers may

raise the probability of runs by making early withdrawal more attractive, optimal

stress tests reduce that risk by lowering the likelihood of runs, so the optimal deposit

return rises.

My model builds on the theory of bank runs, which began most notably with

the seminal paper of Diamond and Dybvig (1983), who showed how banks subject

to runs can attract deposits by offering intertemporal risk sharing. Allen and Gale
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(1998) build on their model by showing how runs may be induced by exogenous

signals about fundamentals, and allow banks to decide how much to invest in safe vs

risky assets. My model is closely related to the third section of that paper in which

the risky asset may be liquidated at a discount, but unlike their paper I assume an

exogenous, linear liquidation technology in order to simplify my analysis. The most

crucial difference between my paper and theirs is that in my model, uncertainty is

not fully resolved until the final date; this creates scope for informative stress tests,

which their paper does not consider.

I am aware of only two papers which apply the Bayesian persuasion framework

of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) to the optimal design of bank stress tests: the

first is Gick and Pausch (2012) and the second is Goldstein and Leitner (2013). The

most significant feature which distinguishes my paper from these two papers is my

examination of the impact of anticipated stress tests on the bank’s asset portfolio,

deposit return, and capital cushion. These two papers do not consider these effects

of stress tests, and a number of other differences exist. Gick and Pausch assume

an exogenous binary form for investor utility, which depends by assumption on the

binary quality of the bank and a binary action of the investor. In my model, however,

the utility of the investors is determined endogenously from the payoff of the demand

deposit contract offered by the bank and the late investor’s decision to withdraw

early. They also assume an exogenous form for the regulator’s utility which depends

directly on the mass of investors which take a prudent action, whereas my regulator’s

objective is simply the endogenous utility of the investors.

The main value of disclosure in Goldstein and Leitner (2013) is that banks can

engage in risk-sharing arrangements by pooling bad banks with good banks, in order

to protect against a fall in future capital. In my model, bad banks may pool with good

banks, but the value of pooling is so that endogenous runs occur less often. Their

paper assumes that the bank’s return on cash is a discontinuous function, whereas the
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discontinuity in my model is explicitly modeled as the discount suffered from early

liquidation during an endogenous run. They examine a case both with and without

bank private information, and they find that private information may necessitate

more than two disclosure scores; in my model, there is no private information, so

two disclosure scores are sufficient.

Section 2 presents the environment and solves for the optimal consumption profile

given some particular portfolio and contract terms. Section 3 finds the structure of

optimal stress tests and explains how they can improve consumer welfare. Section

4 examines the impact of anticipated stress tests on the bank’s ex ante portfolio

decision and contract terms, and Section 5 concludes.

2.2 Environment

The environment consists of two periods, or three dates: 0, 1, and 2. In this envi-

ronment, there is a consumption good, and two types of assets which transform date

0 consumption to date 2 consumption. The first type of asset is safe and liquid: it

gives a certain return of one at date 2 and may be liquidated at date 1 without cost.

The second type of asset is risky and illiquid: it gives a risky return R at date 2 and

may be liquidated at date 1 only by selling it for a fraction θ P p0, 1q of its expected

return. I assume the date 2 return on the risky asset takes one of two values: in a

good state, the return is G ¡ 0, and in a bad state, the return is B � 0. I assume

that at date 0, the expected return on the risky asset is greater than 1, creating an

incentive to invest in the risky asset.

There is a continuum of ex ante identical consumers, with measure normalized

to 1. At date 0, consumers have total endowment E of the consumption good, and

are uncertain about their future consumption preferences; some will be impatient,

preferring to consume at date 1, and the rest will be patient, being indifferent between

date 1 and date 2 consumption. At date 0, consumers know only the probabilities
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of being patient or impatient, which I assume are equal. At date 1, consumers learn

whether they are patient or not, and also receive a public signal p � unifp0, 1q,
which indicates the probability that the risky asset gives a good return G at date 2.

In the spirit of Epstein and Zin (1989), I distinguish between the consumer’s

desire to smooth consumption across dates and across states. In particular, I assume

that at any particular date, consumers are risk neutral, but they desire to smooth

consumption across dates. Let st denote the state at date t, which may include the

public signal p, the impatience of each consumer, or the actual realized return R on

the risky illiquid asset. Let ctpstq be a consumer’s date t consumption, contingent

on the state st, and let βips1q P t0, 1u be the discount factor applied to date 2

consumption by consumer i. At date 1, an impatient investor’s utility is given by

upc1ps1qq, and a patient investor’s utility is given by upc1ps1qq�upErc2ps2q|s1sq, where

upcq � minrc, ks. At date 0, before any uncertainty is resolved, a consumer’s utility

is given by

Erupc1ps1qq � βips1qupErc2ps2q|s1sqs.

These preferences are broadly similar to Epstein-Zin preferences, where here the

expectation of date 2 consumption is analagous to a risk-neutral Epstein-Zin cer-

tainty equivalent operator, and if the output of this operator is denoted by z, then

the function W pc, zq � upcq � βupzq is analagous to the Epstein-Zin intertemporal

aggregator. The concavity of u creates incentives to smooth consumption between

dates 1 and 2. So consumers will prefer consumption profiles that offer similar levels

of consumption to patient and impatient investors. That is, they desire to insure

against intertemporal risk, which creates a role for banks.

Banks may make investments on behalf of consumers. They pool consumers’

assets, and thereby offer insurance to consumers against uncertain liquidity demands.
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Free entry forces banks to compete, so they offer deposit contracts which maximize

the utility of consumers, and banks fund those contracts by investing deposits into

the safe liquid asset and the risky illiquid asset. I assume that the demand deposit

contract takes the following form: consumers who withdraw at date 1 receive fixed

return r ¡ 0 if the bank can afford to pay it; if not, the bank is forced to liquidate

all assets and distribute them equally among early withdrawers. Late withdrawers

simply receive the remainder of the banks’ assets at date 2, which is zero if the bank

is forced to liquidate and distribute all assets at date 1.

I can summarize the timing as follows. At date 0, consumers invest their deposits

with banks. Banks invest those deposits in the two assets, allocating L ¥ 0 to the

liquid safe asset and I ¥ 0 to the illiquid risky asset, and promising early withdrawers

a fixed return r ¡ 0 if affordable. At date 1, consumers privately learn whether they

are patient or impatient and receive a public signal p � unif r0, 1s indicating the

probability that the risky asset will yield a good return G at date 2. Contingent

on this information, patient consumers decide whether to withdraw early or late,

and all early withdrawers approach the bank requesting return r. If the bank can

afford to pay r to all early withdrawers, it does so, and then at date 2 the consumers

receive the bank’s remaining assets. If the bank cannot afford to pay r to all early

withdrawers, it is forced to liquidate all assets and distribute them across all early

withdrawers.

2.2.1 Optimal Consumption Profile

At date 0, the bank receives deposits E from consumers and must decide how to invest

those deposits and what consumption profile to offer consumers. Because the bank

competes with other banks for the business of consumers, it chooses its portfolio and

offered contract to maximize the expected utility Erupcj1ppqq � βjupErcj2pR, pq|psqss
of consumers, where j � 1 denotes an impatient consumer who prefers to consume
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at date 1, and j � 2 denotes a patient consumer who is indifferent between early

and late consumption, so then β1 � 0 and β2 � 1.

It is helpful to consider the bank’s problem using backward induction. At date 1,

the bank has already selected L liquid assets and I illiquid assets, and has promised

return r. In addition, consumers privately know their patience level, and all have

belief p that the risky asset will yield a good return G. Given this information,

what is the highest aggregate consumption a bank can offer consumers? First, the

consumption profile must be feasible, so early withdrawers cannot receive any more

consumption than the total value of the early liquidated assets. Denoting the amount

of liquidated liquid and illiquid assets by l P t0, 1u and i P t0, 1u, respectively, and

the total mass of patient consumers who withdraw early (run) by α, I have

c11 � αc21 ¤ lL� iθErR|psI. (2.1)

Similarly, the late withdrawing investors’ consumption cannot exceed the total re-

maining assets left over at date 2, which consists of the unliquidated assets plus the

unwithdrawn liquidated assets. Taking expectations gives:

p1� αqErc22|ps ¤
�
p1� lqL� p1� iqErR|psI

	
�
�
lL� iθErR|psI � c11 � αc21

	

� L�
�
iθ � p1� iq

	
ErR|psI � c11 � αc21. (2.2)

The deposit contract says that early withdrawers can receive no more than the

promised fixed return r ¡ 0, and that if the bank cannot afford to pay this, it

is forced to liquidate all of its assets and distribute them equally among early with-

drawers. So the deposit contract gives the following two conditions:

maxrc11, c21s ¤ r (2.3)

If minrc11, c21s   r, then i � l � 1 and

c11 � αc21 � L� θErR|psI. (2.4)
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Next, note that because investor patience is privately known, all early withdrawers

must be treated equally, so

if α ¡ 0, then c11 � c21. (2.5)

Lastly, I consider the patient investor’s incentive to run, which occurs only when he

expects to do at least as well by running as by waiting.

maxrupc11q, upc21qs ¡ upErc22|psqs ùñ α � 1 (2.6)

maxrupc11q, upc21qs   upErc22|psqs ùñ α � 0 (2.7)

At date 1, then, the bank’s problem is to maximize aggregate utility

upc11ppqq �
�
αppqupc21ppqq � p1� αppqqupErc22pR, pq|psq

	

subject to constraints (2.1) through (2.7). Given L, I, r, and p, the optimal consump-

tion profile is the solution to this problem, and is given in the following proposition.

Proposition 8 (Optimal Consumption Profile). Given L, I, r, and p, let p� be the

lowest belief p that does not induce a run:

p� � inftp P R : uprq ¤ upL� r � ErR|psIqu.

(i) If p ¥ p�, then

• The liquid asset is liquidated, the illiquid asset is not, and all patient in-

vestors withdraw late: l � 1, i � 0, and αppq � 0.

• Impatient investors receive the fixed promised payment, and patient in-

vestors receive the remaining assets: c11ppq � r and c22pR, pq � L�r�RI.

(ii) If p   p�, then
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Figure 2.1: Consumption profiles of early and late withdrawers as a function of
public signal p, where p indicates the probability of a good return G on the risky
illiquid asset.

• Both assets are liquidated and all patient investors withdraw early: l � i �
1 and αppq � 1.

• All investors receive an equal portion of the total assets, which portion is

strictly less than fixed return r: c11ppq � c22ppq � pL� θErR|psIq{2   r.

I define the parameter κ � L�r to be the quantity of the safe liquid asset reserved

for the late withdrawers, and I interpret this quantity κ as the bank’s capital cushion.

2.3 Stress Tests

Suppose that at date 1, after the public signal p is revealed but before the consumers

privately learn their type, a regulator can perform a stress test on the risky asset

to reveal additional information about its future return. The testing procedure and

results of the test are public information; the bank cannot falsify either. However,

the regulator can strategically choose the testing procedure in order to maximize the

welfare of the consumers. The result of the stress test is a signal σ P tg, bu taking
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either a good value g or a bad value b. The probability of receiving either signal

depends on the underlying true future return R � tG, 0u of the risky illiquid asset.

Stress tests are formalized as a pair of conditional distributions πpσ|R � Gq and

πpσ|R � 0q, which are public information and chosen by the regulator.

By choosing the stress test πpσ|Rq, the regulator induces not only a distribution

µpσq over the signal outcomes σ, where

µpσq � πpσ|R � Gqp� πpσ|R � 0qp1� pq,

but also posterior beliefs pσ about the probability of a high return G, conditional on

the revealed signal σ, where

pσ � πpσ|R � Gqp
µpσq .

Choosing the stress test πpσ|Rq is equivalent to choosing distribution dppσq �
µpσq over posterior beliefs pσ, provided that the mean posterior belief equals the

prior belief p:

p � pgdppgq � pbdppbq.

Given liquid holdings L, illiquid holdings I, fixed return r for early withdrawers,

let Upp|L, I, rq be the date 1 average consumer utility under the optimal consumption

profile tc11ppq, c21ppq, c22pR, pq, αppqu:

Upp|L, I, rq � 1

2
upc11ppqq � 1

2

�
αppqupc21ppqq � p1� αppqqupErc22pR, pq|psq

	
.

The regulator’s disclosure problem is as follows:

V pp|L, I, rq � max
pg ,pb

dppbqUppb|L, I, rq � dppgqUppg|L, I, rq

s.t.

pb, pg, dppbq, dppgq P r0, 1s
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Figure 2.2: Average utility of consumers at date 1.

dppbq � dppgq � 1

pb ¤ pg

p � pbdppbq � pgdppgq.

Proposition 9. Let p��pL, I, rq be the belief at which the late withdrawer’s expected

date 2 consumption equals the kink k: L� r � ErR|p��sI � k.

1. Suppose the portfolio pL, Iq and fixed early return r are such that (a) without

a stress test, the public signal p would induce a run: p   p�pL, I, rq; and (b)

there exists some feasible belief at which runs are avoided: p�pL, I, rq ¤ 1.

Then an optimal stress test ppb, pgq must satisfy:

pb � 0, pg P rp�, p��s,

which implies

πpg|R � Gq � 1, πpg|R � 0q � pp1� pgq
pgp1� pq .
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2. Otherwise, an uninformative test is weakly optimal:

pb � pg � p, πpg|R � Gq � πpg|R � 0q

The proposition explains that in bad times, where p   p�, the regulator can

improve consumer welfare by performing partially informative stress tests. Without

the tests, depositors would run with certainty, forcing the bank to liquidate its risky

assets at a significant discount. However, with partially informative stress tests, there

is a positive probability that the bank will pass the test and patient investors will

refrain from running. Stress tests therefore create value by reducing the likelihood

of costly liquidation.

Condition (1b) stipulates that in order for stress tests to be valuable at all, there

must exist some feasible belief at which investors would avoid runs. The condition is

equivalent to p� ¤ 1, where p�pL, I, r, κq � puprq�κq{pGIq. Intuitively, if the return

r promised to early withdrawers is too high, the capital cushion κ too low, or the

risky payoff GI in a good state too low, then patient investors understand that even

in the best case scenario they will do worse by waiting than by withdrawing early,

so they run no matter what. As a consequence, costly liquidation is unavoidable, so

informative stress tests offer no value.

In explaining optimal stress tests, I focus on the test where pg � p�, although

the proposition states that a range of posterior beliefs slightly above the run cutoff

p� could also be optimal. This is simply a consequence of using a piecewise linear

utility function, which makes tractable the ex ante portfolio problem explored in the

next section. For a strictly concave utility function, pg � p� is uniquely optimal, so

I focus on pg � p� because it is optimal in either case.

Now consider the form of the optimal stress test. If conditions (1a) and (1b)

hold, then the optimal test passes a good bank with certainty but passes a bad bank
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with a lower, but positive, probability. The idea here is that stress tests should

be informative, but not too harsh. Because all good banks pass with certainty,

depositors know that failing grades can only come from bad banks, so the posterior

belief from a failing grade is as low as possible: pb � 0. However, because optimal

stress tests can produce passing grades for both good and bad banks, a passing

grade is less clear, so it’s possible for a passing grade to give depositors less than full

confidence: pg   1.

Because runs induce costly liquidation, it is optimal to construct a test which

induces runs with the lowest likelihood possible. This is a different objective from

designing a test which produces failed grades with the lowest likelihood. Such a

test would simply pass every bank, but would be completely uninformative, and if

prior beliefs p were below the run cutoff p�, then runs would occur with certainty.

Therefore, it is necessary to fail banks with some likelihood in order for a passing

grade to have any credibility. The optimal test gives a failing grade with just enough

likelihood so that passing grades are credible enough to prevent runs.

The following corollary shows how the stringency of the stress tests varies with

the public signal p.

Corollary 6. Under optimal stress tests, as public prior beliefs p decrease,

1. πpg|R � 0q decreases, so stress tests become more stringent, and

2. dppbq increases, so failing grades are given with greater frequency.

The corollary highlights a natural intuition, which is that the less confidence

consumers have in the economy, the more credible a passing grade must be in order

to prevent runs. Credibility is achieved by decreasing the likelihood πpg|R � 0q that

bad banks receive a passing grade, as shown in part (1) of the Corollary. Part (2)

highlights the fact that the total likelihood of failing grades increases as well, which
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Figure 2.3: Average utility of consumers at date 1, with optimal stress tests.

results both from the increased stringency of the tests, as well as the lower prior

likelihood p that the bank is good.

2.4 Capital Cushion and Portfolio Choice

I now examine how stress tests affect the bank’s optimal portfolio L and I as well

as promised early return r and capital cushion κ. Without loss of generality, I can

assume that r ¤ L, because otherwise the bank would be forced to liquidate the

illiquid risky asset in every state, which is clearly not optimal.

2.4.1 No Stress Tests

Suppose the bank does not anticipate stress tests. Then at date 1, the average

current and future utility of consumers is captured by the function Upp|L, I, r, κq. So

by backward induction, the bank chooses its investments, early return, and capital

cushion to maximize the expected average date 1 utility Upp|L, I, r, κq, where the

expectation is taken over realizations of the public signal p. I write the bank’s

problem with the objective function U expanded to display the run and no-run cases
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as follows:

max
L,I,r,κ

» p̂pL,I,r,κq

0

2u
�L� θErR|psI

2

	
dp�

» 1

p̂pL,I,r,κq

�
uprq � upκ� ErR|psIq

	
dp

s.t.

L� I ¤ E (2.8)

r � κ ¤ L (2.9)

L ¥ 0, I ¥ 0, r ¥ 0, κ ¥ 0. (2.10)

where

p̂ � maxr0,minr1, p�ss (2.11)

and

p�pL, I, r, κq � uprq � κ

GI
. (2.12)

Constraint (2.8) is simply the bank’s budget constraint: its total investments

cannot exceed consumer deposits E because the bank has no other source of funding.

Constraint (2.9) highlights the two uses of the safe liquid asset. The first is the fixed

return r to early withdrawers if beliefs are optimistic enough to avoid runs. It is

optimal to pay early withdrawers with the safe liquid asset when possible because

it may be liquidated at no cost. The remaining portion of the safe liquid asset is

stored as a capital buffer κ. Constraint (2.12) defines the minimum belief p� at

which patient depositors will refrain from running, and is the value of p at which the

patient investor’s expected consumption from waiting κ�ErR|psI equals the utility

uprq of withdrawing early. Because the cutoff belief p� may be greater than 1 or

less than 0, the function defined in constraint (2.11) maps the cutoff belief p� to a
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feasible probability value p̂ P r0, 1s so that the objective function avoids integrating

over infeasible values of p.

The utility function upcq � minrc, ks is piecewise linear with a kink at k, so the

total deposits E offered to the bank must fall in a particular range in order for the

concavity of u to be relevant. In particular, I make the following two assumption

about the amount of deposits E, relative to the kink k.

Assumption 2. E
2
  k

This assumption places an upper bound on the total wealth of the consumers.

If it were violated, then the bank could offer consumers the certain utility of k by

simply letting L � E, I � 0, and r � κ � E{2 ¥ k. If this were the case, then the

deposit contract would have no risk because nothing is invested in the risky asset

and because early and late withdrawers receive equal consumption E{2 ¥ k, so the

maximal utility of k is guaranteed. Assumption 2 rules out this possibility by capping

the total deposits. This creates an incentive to invest in the risky asset in order to

benefit from its higher expected return ErRs ¡ 1.

Assumption 3.
?

2GE ¡ k

This assumption places a lower bound on the total wealth of consumers. Other-

wise, investors only operate on the increasing linear portion of the utility curve, and

then are effectively risk neutral, so invest all their assets in the risky asset. Assump-

tion 3 prevents this corner solution by guaranteeing investors have enough wealth

for the kink to be relevant, inducing risk aversion.

Although there are feasible portfolios pL, Iq and contracts pr, κq which never in-

duce runs, the following proposition asserts that these are never optimal. Denote

optimal values with a subscript n if the bank anticipates no stress tests.

Proposition 10 (Optimal Runs). If the bank does not anticipate stress tests, then
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the optimal portfolio and contract pLn, In, rn, κnq induces runs with some positive

probability: p�pLn, In, rn, κnq ¡ 0.

For runs to occur with any positive probability, the promised early return r must

exceed the capital cushion κ. It is never optimal for the early return r to be strictly

less than the capital cushion κ, because then the late investor is guaranteed to

consume more than the early investor, so the contract does not smooth consumption

between dates 1 and 2 sufficiently. A better contract would, for a fixed safe liquid

investment L, raise r and lower κ so that early and late investors would consume

more similarly.

It is also never optimal for the early return r to equal the capital cushion κ, but

for a more subtle reason. For such a contract, there is an intertemporal benefit of

raising r and lowering κ so that r ¡ κ, but there is also the cost induced by a run.

However, for r close to κ, runs are unlikely, because only very low signals p can cause

expected late consumption κ � ErR|psI to fall below the early return r. Not only

are runs very unlikely for r close to κ, but when they do occur they are not very

costly because the risky illiquid asset is not worth very much anyway. Because of

this, the benefit from intertemporal smoothing dominates the likelihood and cost of

a run, so the bank can improve on r � κ by raising the early return r while lowering

the capital cushion κ. As a consequence, some probability of runs occur under the

optimal portfolio-contract.

For the remainer of this section, I adopt an additional assumption in order to

simplify the analysis.

Assumption 4. GE
1�G

  k

The assumption guarantees that there is no portfolio-contract pL, I, r, κq that

satisfies both r ¥ k and p� ¤ 1. This permits me to assume that if there exists
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some p P r0, 1s such that patient depositors refrain from running, then the amount r

promised to early investors must be strictly less than the kink k.

Proposition 11 (Optimal Capital Cushion, No Disclosure). Given endowment E

and kink k, (i) there exists a good return G ¡ 0 satisfying Assumption 3 and liquida-

tion discount θ P r0, 1s such it is optimal to hold a positive capital cushion: κn ¡ 0;

and (ii) there exists a good return G ¡ 0 satisfying Assumption 3 and liquidation

discount θ P r0, 1s such that it is not optimal to hold a capital cushion: κn � 0.

The proposition states that the optimal presence or absence of a capital buffer κ

depends on the good return G and the liquidation discount θ. Numerical simulations

indicate that a low enough good return G or a low enough liquidation discount θ

imply that it is optimal to hold a positive capital buffer: κn ¡ 0. The intuition

is that if the good return G is low, then only very high signals p will assure late

investors of consumption exceeding the early return r, so costly runs occur with high

frequency without reserving some of the safe asset as a capital buffer. Alternatively,

if the liquidation discount θ is low enough, then regardless of the likelihood of a run,

they are very costly when they do occur, so lowering their likelihood with a capital

cushion κn ¡ 0 is optimal. Alternatively, if the good return G or liquidation discount

θ are high enough, then runs occur with low likelihood or are not very costly, so no

capital buffer is needed, and κn � 0.

2.4.2 Optimal Stress Tests

If the bank anticipates optimal stress tests, then the date 1 average current and

future utility of depositors is given by V pp|L, I, r, κq, and the bank maximizes the

expected value of V where the expectation is taken over the public signal p:

max
L,I,r,κ

» 1

0

V pp|L, I, r, κqdp
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s.t.

L� I ¤ E (2.8)

r � κ ¤ L (2.9)

L ¥ 0, I ¥ 0, r ¥ 0, κ ¥ 0. (2.10)

Theorem 4 (No Capital Cushion Under Optimal Disclosure). Suppose that the bank

anticipates an optimal stress test at date 1. Then it is optimal for the bank to reserve

no capital buffer: κo � 0.

Provided Assumption 4 is satisfied, the result of the theorem holds, independent

of the good return G or the liquidation cost θ. This is in contrast to the case of no

disclosure, in which the optimal capital buffer may be positive given sufficiently low

G or θ. Intuitively, optimal stress tests lower the likelihood of a run, so the value of

a capital buffer is decreased. In addition, under optimal stress tests, runs occur only

when investors are certain the risky illiquid asset is worthless (pb � 0), in which case

there is no loss from being forced to liquidate it early. This effectively eliminates the

cost of runs, which is the only reason for holding capital buffers in the first place.

Note that although this result technically requires that the risky asset returns

nothing in the bad state (B � 0), the intuition is similar if the bad state yields a

positive return (B ¡ 0). In that case, optimal stress tests lower, rather than elimi-

nate, the cost of runs by inducing depositors to run only when they are certain the

risky asset will yield the lowest possible return B ¡ 0, which implies the liquidation

cost p1 � θqBI ¡ 0 is also the lowest possible value. Therefore, optimal stress tests

should lower the optimal size κo of the capital cushion because the cost of runs have

decreased.

Theorem 5. If without stress tests, no capital cushion is optimal (κn � 0), then

under optimal stress tests, the return ro to early withdrawers—and therefore the

investment Lo in the safe liquid asset—should rise: Lo � ro ¡ Ln � rn.
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If holding a positive capital cushion is not optimal with or without stress tests,

then the liquid asset must be used entirely to fund the return r to early withdrawers,

so Ln � rn and Lo � ro. A low early return r may allocate too much consumption to

the late withdrawers and not enough to the early withdrawers, making the ex ante

consumption profile too risky for agents who do not yet know their time preferences.

So the value of raising r (and therefore L) is that is smoothes consumption across

dates 1 and 2. The cost of raising r (and therefore L) is twofold: (1) depositor beliefs

p must clear a higher bar p� to avoid running, so runs are more likely, and (2) less

deposits are allocated to the high return illiquid asset. Under optimal stress tests,

the cost of runs is eliminated, so the only remaining cost of raising the early return r

is the foregone return R on the illiquid asset. Therefore, optimal stress tests should

result in a higher return rn to early withdrawers and therefore a greater investment

Ln in the safe liquid asset.

2.5 Conclusion

The paper presents a model in which stress tests may be optimally designed in

order to reduce the probability of a run. Runs are costly because they force banks

to sell illiquid assets at a discount, reducing the resources available to withdrawing

depositors. It is optimal for stress tests to pass all good banks, but to fail just enough

bad banks to maintain the credibility of a passing grade. In particular, passing grades

must be credible enough to prevent runs. The less confidence depositors have in the

bank, the more stringent stress tests must be to prevent runs. By reducing the

probability of runs, optimal stress tests reduce the value of capital cushions, and

therefore the optimal level of capital cushions. In addition, the reduced probability

of runs permit greater consumption smoothing by allowing a higher return to early

withdrawers.
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Appendix A

Proofs for Chapter 1

Proof of Proposition 1. The solution strategy is to let a market maker design

an incentive-compatible mechanism pP pf̂q, θpf̂qq which maximizes the seller’s profit

and satisfies the buyer’s free-entry condition. Note that for the buyer’s free-entry

condition to be satisfied, we must have:

P pf̂q � f̂ � kθpf̂q
mpθpf̂qq .

Using the above expression for P , I can write the seller’s payoff for a given mechanism

θ as

Upf̂ |fq � mpθpf̂qq
�
P pf̂q � δf

	

� mpθpf̂qq
�
f̂ � δf

	
� kθpf̂q,

so that Upf̂ |fq is the payoff of a type f seller who reports f̂ . Define Ūpfq � Upf |fq
to be the profit to a seller who reports the truth, given a particular mechanism θpf̂q.
The following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for global incentive

compatibility.
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Lemma 2. Global incentive compatibility (GIC), defined as

Upf |fq ¥ Upf̂ |fq @f, f̂ P rf, f̄ s

is equivalent to

(i) Local incentive compatibility (LIC): Ū 1pfq � U2pf |fq or U1pf |fq � 0 almost

surely, and

(ii) Monotonicity (M): U21pf̂ |fq ¥ 0 almost surely.

Proof. Global incentive compatibility implies

Upf |fq � Upf̂ |f̂q
f � f̂

¥ Upf̂ |fq � Upf̂ |f̂q
f � f̂

if f ¡ f̂ , and the sign reversed if f   f̂ . Letting f Ñ f̂ from above and below

immediately gives local incentive compatibility.

Now rewrite (GIC) as follows:

0 ¤ Upf |fq � Upf̂ |fq

�
�
Upf |fq � Upf̂ |f̂q

	
�
�
Upf̂ |fq � Upf̂ |f̂q

	

�
» f

f̂

Ū 1psqds�
» f

f̂

U2pf̂ |sqds

�
» f

f̂

U2ps|sqds�
» f

f̂

U2pf̂ |sqds pfrom LICq

�
» f

f̂

» s

f̂

U21pt, sqdtds (A.1)

This immediately gives monotonicity, i.e. U21pt, sq ¥ 0 almost everywhere. If not,

then there exists some square rf̂ , f s2 P rf, f̄ s2 such that U21pt, sq   0 @pt, sq P

rf̂ , f s2, violating (A.1). Note that the inequality applies whether f is greater than or
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less than f̂ , because the double integral cancels the effect of integrating backwards.

So I have shown that (LIC) and (M) are necessary conditions for (GIC).

To show sufficiency, note that (LIC) implies that (GIC) is characterized by (A.1),

which is clearly satisfied when (M) holds.

In this setting, where Upf̂ |fq � mpθpf̂qqpf̂ � δfq � kθpf̂q, we have the following

characterization for GIC:

1. LIC:

0 � U1pf |fq � pm1pθqp1� δqf � kq θ1pfq �mpθq (A.2)

2. M:

0 ¤ U12pf̂ |fq � �δm1pθqθ1pf̂q, or θ1pfq ¤ 0 (A.3)

The function θpfq characterized by (A.2) is sensitive to the initial condition θpfq.
Note that at f , the coefficient on θ1pfq is zero at θ � θCIpfq. So if θpfq ¡ θCIpfq,
then θ1pfq ¡ 0, violating (M). If θpfq   θCIpfq, then θ1pfq   0, consistent with (M).

If θpfq � θCIpfq, then an increasing or decreasing θpfq is consistent with (A.2).

The above reasoning indicates that θpfq must be less than or equal to θCIpfq in

order to satisfy (M). I select the decreasing θpfq with initial condition θpfq � θCIpfq,
as it is the most liquid (highest profit) θpfq which satisfies (LIC) and (M). This

completes the proof of part 1 of the proposition, and part 2 follows directly from the

buyer’s free-entry condition.

It remains to show that this mechanism is decentralizable; i.e., that buyers cannot

profit by offering an off equilibrium p R P . First note that p�pfq is continuous, with

derivative p�1pfq � 1�kθ1pfqpmpθq�m1pθqθqq{mpθq2. Because θ1pfq   0, and the con-

cavity of m implies mpθq{θ ¡ m1pθq, I must have p�1pfq ¡ 0, so P � � rp�pfq, p�pf̄qs �
R�. Denote the lower and upper bounds of P � by p and p̄, respectively. It suffices

to show that p   p and p ¡ p̄ are not profitable deviations for the buyer. Now
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suppose that a coaltion of buyers posts p ¡ p̄. Recall that θpp, fq � inftθ ¥ 0 :

mpθqpp � δfq ¥ Πpfqu, and that buyers expect types T ppq � arg inff θpp, fq (if

any) and market tightness θppq � inff θpp, fq for posting off-equilibrium p. Then

if p ¡ p̄, then θpp, fq satisfies mpθpp, fqqpp � δfq � Πpfq � mpθ�pfqqpp�pfq � δfq.
If so, then differentiating both sides with respect to f and applying the envelope

condition shows that θ2pp, fq has the same sign as pp�pfq � δfq{pp � δfq � 1, so

if p ¡ p̄, then θpp, fq is minimized by f̄ , and θppq � θpp, f̄q. Next, note that be-

cause mpθppqqpp� δf̄q � Πpf̄q � mpθ�pf̄qqpp�pf̄q � δf̄q, then θppq   θ�pf̄q. Because

θ�pf̄q   θCIpf̄q, and mpθqp1 � δqf̄ � kθ is increasing in θ for all θ   θCIpf̄q, it must

be that mpθppqp1�δqf̄�kθppq   mpθ�pf̄qqp1�δqf̄�kθ�pf̄q. Multiply the zero profit

function of a buyer who trades with f̄ in equilibrium by θ�pf̄q to get

0 � mpθ�pf̄qqpf̄ � p�pf̄qq � kθ�pf̄q � mpθ�pf̄qpf̄ � Πpfq{mpθ�pf̄qq � δf̄q � kθ�pf̄q

� �Πpf̄q �mpθ�pf̄qqp1� δqf̄ � kθ�pf̄q ¡ �Πpf̄q �mpθppqqp1� δqf̄ � kθppq

� �mpθppqqpp� δf̄q �mpθppqqp1� δqf̄ � kpθppqq � mpθppqqpf̄q � pq � kθppq

Divide both sides by θppq to get 0 ¡ npθppqqpf̄ � pq � k, so p ¡ p̄ is not a profitable

deviation.

On the other hand, if a coalition of buyers post p   p, then because θ2pp, fq has

the same sign as pp�pfq � δfq{pp � δfq � 1, θ2pp, fq is minimized at f , so buyers

expect type f , and therefore θppq � θpp, fq. Note that the lowest type f receives the

complete information liquidity θ�pfq � θCIpfq, which maximizes mpθqp1� δqf � kθ.

Also note that mpθppqqpp� δfq � mpθ�pfqqpp�pfq � δfq, so θppq ¡ θ�pfq. Therefore,

mpθ�pfqqp1 � δqf � kθ�pfq ¡ mpθppqqp1 � δqf � kθppq, so by the method above for

p ¡ p̄, it must be that p   p is not a profitable deviation.

Proof of Theorem 1. For ease of notation, I drop the � on all equilibrium

functions, use θpfq in place of Θ�pfq, and let θ � Θ�pfq.
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Part (i): The price function may be written as

P pθpfqq � f � kθpfq
mpθpfqq ,

so I must show that the discount kθ{mpθq goes to zero as k goes to zero.

First consider the equilibrium for the lowest type f . Recall that θ solves the

complete information FOC m1pθqp1� δqf � k, so θ Ñ 8 as k Ñ 0. Using the FOC,

I can express the discount for f as

kθ

mpθq � p1� δqf θm
1pθq

mpθq .

The following lemma guarantees that this discount goes to zero.

Lemma 3.

lim
θÑ8

θm1pθq � 0

Proof. Observe that due to the concavity of m, for any θ̂ ¡ 0, if θ ¡ θ̂, then

m1pθq   mpθq �mpθ̂q
θ � θ̂

.

If so, then for any θ̂ ¡ 0,

lim
θÑ8

θm1pθq ¤ lim
θÑ8

θ

�
mpθq �mpθ̂q

θ � θ̂

�
� lim

θÑ8

mpθq �mpθ̂q
1� θ̂

θ

� 1�mpθ̂q

This holds for any θ̂, and since supθ̂mpθ̂q � 1, I must have limθÑ8 θm
1pθq � 0.

Now recall from monotonicity that θpfq   θ for any f ¡ f , so as k Ñ 0,

0   kθ

mpθq  
kθ

mpθq � p1� δqf θm
1pθq

mpθq Ñ 0.
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By the squeeze theorem, the discount kθ
mpθq

for any f goes to zero, and therefore

P pθpfqq Ñ f .

Part (ii): Let Θpf, kq be the equilibrium θ for a given f and k. Let hpθ, kq be

the inverse of Θpf, kq so that hpΘpf, kq, kq � f . If so, then Θ1phpθ, kq, kq � 1
h1pθ,kq

.

Then write (1.3) in terms of h:

�
m1pθqp1� δqhpθ, kq � k

	
� �mpΘqh1pθ, kq,

Using integrating factors, I can solve for h explicitly:

hpθ, kq � mpθq�p1�δq
�
k

»
mpθq�δdθ � Cpkq



,

where

Cpkq � fmpθpkqqp1�δq � k

»
mpθq�δdθ

����
θ�θpkq

� fmpθqp1�δq � p1� δqfm1pθq
»
mpθq�δdθ

����
θ�θ

Note that because limθÑ8mpθq�δ � 1, it must be that limθÑ8

³
mpθq�δdθ��

θ�θ
� 8.

Apply L’Hopital’s Rule first to Lemma 3 and then to the second term of Cpkq to

show that the second term converges to zero, which implies Cpkq Ñ f . This implies

that as k Ñ 0, hpθ, kq Ñ mpθq�p1�δqf � hpθq. So then

P pθ, kq � hpθ, kq � kθ

mpθq Ñ hpθq � f

rmpθqs1�δ .

Part (iii): Note that hpθq is invertible, so let Θpfq be its inverse. Because

hpΘpf, kq, kq � f , it must be that Θpf, kq Ñ Θpfq. By the continuity of m,

lim
kÑ0

mpΘpf, kqq � mpΘpfqq �
�

f

hpΘpfqq

 1

1�δ

�
�
f

f


 1
1�δ

.
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Proof of Theorem 2. The solution strategy again is to design a mechanism

pP pf̂q, θpf̂q, qpf̂qq which is incentive compatible, satisifies free-entry, and maximizes

the seller’s payoff. The buyer’s problem (Definition 2, Part 2) can be rearranged to

obtain an expression for P pf̂q in terms of θpf̂q and qpf̂q:

P pf̂q � f̂ � kθpf̂q
mpθpf̂qq .

I can then plug P into the seller’s objective function (Definition 2, Part 1) to obtain

an expression for the type f seller’s profit for reporting f̂ :

Upf̂ |fq � mpθpf̂qqqpf̂qpf̂ � δfq � kθpf̂q.

Applying Lemma 2, which was proved independent of the mechanism structure, I

can characterize GIC in this context as

1. LIC:

0 � U1pf |fq � pm1pθpfqqqpfqp1� δqf � kq θ1pfq�mpθpfqqp1�δqfq1pfq�mpθpfqqqpfq

2. M:

0 ¤ U12pf̂ |fq � �δm1pθpf̂qqqpf̂qθ1pf̂q � δmpθpf̂qqq1pf̂q.

The problem is now to choose the Pareto optimal GIC equilibrium pθpfq, qpfqq.
To do this, first observe that if two GIC equilibria i and j agree on rf, f s, where

f   f̄ , but disagree thereafter, then it must be that Ūipfq � Ūjpfq and Ū 1
ipfq �

�δmpθipfqqqipfq � �δmpθjpfqqqjpfq � Ū 1
jpfq. Note however, that Ū2

i pfq � �δm1pθipfqqqipfqθ1ipfq�
δmpθipfqqq1ipfq, and it is not clear that θ1ipfq � θ1jpfq or that q1ipfq � q1jpfq, so it may

be that Ū2
i pfq � Ū2

j pfq. Clearly the Pareto optimal equilibrium will have the highest

Ū2
i pfq for all f , which I can find using optimal control. The problem is to choose
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an incentive compatible equilibrium pθ, qq which maximizes Ū2
i pfq for all f . The

solution given in the proposition has θ1pfq � �8, so I first solve the optimal control

problem with the restriction θ1 ¥ �C, where C is a positive constant, and then show

that as C Ñ 8, the solution converges to that in the proposition. I can now define

the optimal control problem:

max
θ1,q1

�δm1pθqqθ1 � δmpθqq1 (Obj.)

s.t.

m1pθqqθ1 �mpθqq1 ¥ 0 (M)

pm1pθqqp1� δqf � kq θ1 �mpθqp1� δqfq1 �mpθqq � 0 (LIC)

θ1 ¥
#

0 θ � 0

�C θ ¡ 0
q1

#
¤ 0 q � 1

¥ 0 q � 0
,

where the states are given by pθ, qq, and the control variables are pθ1, q1q. It is

straightforward to derive the solution for the following cases.

θ1 �

$'&
'%

�mpθq
m1pθqp1�δqf�k

θ ¡ 0, q � 1, and m1pθqp1� δqf � k ¡ mpθq{C
0 θ � 0 or q � 0

�C otherwise

q1 �

$'&
'%

0 pθ ¡ 0, q � 1, and m1pθqp1� δqf � k ¡ mpθq{Cq or q � 0

r�8,8s θ � 0
�mpθqq�pm1pθqqp1�δqf�kqC

mpθqp1�δqf
otherwise

I set the initial condition for f equal to the complete information case, which maxi-

mizes the payoff to the lowest type. So the initial condition is qpfq � 1 and θpfq solves

m1pθqp1�δqf � k. Denote the solution to the q1 differential equation above as q̃pf, Cq,
which can be solved for explicitly as q̃pf, Cq � rmpθpfq�Cfqs�1

�
M1f

�1{p1�δq � kC
�
,

where M1 is a constant chosen so that q̃pfq � 1. The function q̃pf, Cq is U-shaped
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and has a positive vertical asymptote at f � θpfq{C. Denote by f�pCq the unique

f P pf, θpfq{Cq such that q̃pf, Cq � 1. In otherwords, the function q̃pf, Cq begins at

1, slopes downward and then upward in a U-shape, and then crosses back over q � 1

at f�pCq before asymptoting to �8 at f � θpfq{C.

Denote the solution to the differential equation for θ1 above as θ̃pf, Cq, with initial

condition θ̃pf�pCq, Cq � θpfq � Cf�pCq.
I can now define piecewise the Pareto optimal separating equilibrium, given the

restriction that θ1 ¥ �C.

qpf, Cq �
#
q̃pf, Cq f ¤ f ¤ f�pCq
1 f�pCq ¤ f ¤ f̄

θpf, Cq �
#
θpfq � Cf f ¤ f ¤ f�pCq
θ̃pf, Cq f�pCq ¤ f ¤ f̄

It remains to be shown that this equilibrium converges to the one identified in the

proposition as C Ñ 8.

First consider qpf, Cq. As explained above, there exists a unique f�pCq such that

f� P pf, θpfq{Cq and q̃pf�, Cq � 1. Because θpfq{C Ñ 0 as C Ñ 8, it must be that

f�pCq Ñ 0 as well, implying that @f P rf, f̄ s, qpf, Cq Ñ 1 � Q�pfq.
Now consider θpf, Cq. Because f�pCq Ñ 0 as C Ñ 8, the linear portion of

θpf, Cq occupies a smaller and smaller interval rf, f�pCqs. However, the slope of

that segment also becomes more and more negative, so it is not immediately clear if

θpf, Cq converges to the convex curve identified in the proposition. I next show that

the value of θpf�pCq, Cq at the piecewise boundary f�pCq converges to θpfq, the full

information liquidity of the lowest type, which is sufficient to prove convergence to

the equilibrium in the proposition.

Now denote θ̂ � θpf�pCq, Cq as the value of θpf, Cq where q̃pf, Cq � 1 and θpf, Cq
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transitions from the linear segment to the convex curve defined by the differential

equation. For convenience, denote θ � θpfq to be the initial condition, the full

information liquidity to the lowest type. Because θ̂ � θpf�pCq, Cq � θ � Cf� and

q̃pf�, Cq � 1, I can write q̃ppθ � θ̂q{C,Cq to characterize θ̂. Now substitute x � 1{C
and rearrange to obtain the fixed point problem:

θ̂ � Hpθ̂, xq � θ � f

x

�
��mpθqx� k

mpθ̂qx� k

�1�δ

� 1

�
�

It can easily be shown that H1,1pθ̂, xq   0 for all pθ̂, xq P R2
�, that H1pθ, xq �

k{pmpθqx � kq   1 for x ¡ 0, and that limxÑ0H1pθ, xq � 1. These features of H

imply that for small enough x ¡ 0, there exists exactly one fixed point θ̂ � Hpθ̂, xq
such that θ̂   θ, and that as x Ñ 0 it must be that θ̂ Ñ θ. Therefore, as C Ñ
8, I must have that θpf�pCq, Cq � θ̂ Ñ θ � θCIpfq, and so for all f P rf, f̄ s,
θpf, Cq Ñ Θ�pfq, so the Pareto optimal incentive compatible mechanism has been

found. I now check that buyers do not have a profitable off-equilibrium deviation.

First observe the equilibrium prices p occupy the same space rp, p̄s as in the one-

signal case, but equilibrium q is equal to 1 everywhere, so M� � rp, p̄s � 1. First

observe that mpθpp, q, fqqqpp � δfq � Πpfq. Following the same reasoning as in

the case with one signal, θ3pp, q, fq has the same sign as pp�pfq � δfq{pp � δfq � 1.

So if buyers deviate with pp, qq P rp, p̄s � p0, 1q, then θpp, q, fq is minimized by the

unique f P rf, f̄ s that chooses p in equilibrium; i.e., p�pfq � p. Therefore, θpp, qq �
θpp, q, p��1ppq, and I have mpθpp, qqqqpp� δfq � Πpfq � mpθ�pfqqpp�pfq � fq, where

f is the type which chooses p�pfq � p in equilibrium (and therefore pp � δfq and

pp�pfq � δfq cancel). This gives mpθpp, qqq � mpθ�pfqq{q ¡ mpθ�pfqq, because

q   1. Therefore, θpp, qq ¡ θ�pfq, and because npθq � mpθq{θ is strictly decreasing,

I have k � npθ�pfqqpf � p�pfqq � npθ�pfqqpf � pq ¡ npθpp, qqqqpf � pq, so pp, qq P
rp, p̄s � p0, 1q is not a profitable deviation. Next, suppose a coalition of buyers post
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a price p ¡ p̄ and q P r0, 1s. First recall that because θ3pp, q, fq has the same sign

as pp�pfq � δfq{pp � δfq � 1, for p ¡ p̄ � p�pf̄q, θpp, q, fq must be minimized by f̄ .

So buyers expect type f̄ , and θpp, qq � θpp, q, f̄ for p ¡ p̄. Next, observe that θpp, 1q
satisfies mpθpp, 1qqpp� δf̄q � Πpfq � mpθ�pf̄qqpp�pf̄q � δf̄q, so then θpp, 1q   θ�pf̄q.
Because θ�pf̄q is less than the complete information θ and θpp, 1q is even lower, I must

have mpθ�pf̄qpf̄ � δf̄q � kpθ�pf̄qq ¡ mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � δf̄q � kθpp, 1q. So the zero-profit

condition of buyers who trade with f̄ in equilibrium gives

0 � mpθ�pf̄qqpf̄ � p�pf̄qq � kθ�pf̄q � mpθ�pf̄qqpf̄ � Πpf̄q{mpθ�pf̄qq � δf̄q

� �Πpf̄q �mpθ�pf̄qqpf̄ � δf̄q � kθ�pf̄q ¡ �Πpf̄q �mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � δf̄q � kθpp, 1q

� �mpθpp, 1qqpp� δf̄q �mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � δf̄q � kθpp, 1q � mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � pq � kθpp, 1q

Dividing both sides by θpp, 1q gives 0 ¡ npθpp, 1qqpf̄ � pq � k. Next, note that for

q P r0, 1s, mpθpp, qqqqpp � δf̄q � mpθpp, 1qqpp � δf̄q, so θpp, qq ¥ θpp, 1q, and I have

npθpp, qqqqpf̄ � pq � k, so pp, qq P pp̄,8q� r0, 1s is not a profitable deviation. Finally,

suppose that a coalition posts p   p with q P r0, 1s. Again, because θ3pp, q, fq has

the same sign as pp�pfq � δfq{pp� δfq � 1, if pp, qq attracts any type, it must be f ,

so θpp, qq � θpp, q, fq. Recall that f receives the complete information liquidity, and

because mpθpp, qqqqpp� δfq � Πpfq � mpθ�pfqqpp�pfq � δfq and therefore θpp, qq ¡
θ�pfq � θCIpfq, it must be that mpθ�pulfqqpf � δfq� kθ�pfq ¡ mpθpp, qqqpf � δfq�
kθpp, qq. So applying the same reasoning as for p ¡ p̄, I have 0 ¡ npθpp, qqqpf � pq �
k ¥ npθpp, qqqqpf � p� kq, so pp, qq P r0, pq � r0, 1s is not a profitable deviation.

Proof of Proposition 2 First observe that Ū 1
F pfq � �δmpΘ�pfqqQ�pfq   0.

Because the profit function is decreasing in f , the proof is identical to the one in

DeMarzo and Duffie 1999.

Proof of Lemma 1. First I show that global incentive compatibility implies the
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conditions in the lemma. Global incentive compatibility implies that

Πpŝ|ŝq ¥ Πps|ŝq

� Πps|sq � Πps|ŝq � Πps|sq

� Πps|sq �mpθ̃psqqq̃psqpv̂ � vq

Switching ŝ and s and combining inequalities gives

�mpθ̃psqqq̃psqpv̂ � vq ¤ Πpŝ|ŝq � Πps|sq ¤ �mpθ̃pŝqqq̃pŝqpv̂ � vq (A.4)

Part (i): Clearly, if v̂ � v, then Πpŝ|ŝq � Πps|sq, regardless of f̂ and f . Therefore,

Πppf, vq|pf, vqq is constant in f , and is fully determined by v.

Part (ii): For shorthand, write Πppf, vq|pf, vqq � Πpvq, and rewrite (A.4) as

�mpθ̃psqqq̃psqpv̂ � vq ¤ Πpv̂q � Πpvq ¤ �mpθ̃pŝqqq̃pŝqpv̂ � vq. (A.5)

The right hand inequality indicates that if v̂ ¡ v, then Πpv̂q ¤ Πpvq, so Π is decreas-

ing in v. Next, for any ε ¡ 0, choose an arbitrary set of disjoint intervals pak, bkq in

V � rv, v̄s such that
°N
k�1pbk � akq   ε and set of arbitrary asset qualities tfku so

that fk P S̃pakq. Then

Ņ

k�1

|Πpbkq � Πpakq| � �
Ņ

k�1

pΠpbkq � Πpakqq

¤
Ņ

k�1

mpθ̃pfk, akqqq̃pfk, akqpbk � akq

¤
Ņ

k�1

pbk � akq   ε,

so Π is absolutely continuous, and is therefore differentiable almost everywhere. Now

if Π1pvq exists, then dividing (A.5) by pv̂ � vq and letting v̂ go to v from above and

below gives (ENV).

Part (iii): This follows directly from (A.5).
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I now show that the conditions in the lemma imply global incentive compatibility.

Denote mpθ̃pf, vqqq̃pf, vq by Hpf, vq. The third condition guarantees that for every

f P rf, f̄ s, the slice Hpf, �q is measurable in tv : pf, vq P S̃u, and together with the

boundedness of H means that Hpf, �q is integrable in tv : pf, vq P S̃u. The second

condition indicates that where Π1 exists, which is almost everywhere, then for every

f P S̃pvq, Π1pvq � Hpf, vq. Now take pŝ, sq P S̃2. Then

Πpŝ|ŝq � Πpv̂q � Πpvq �
» v̂

v

Π1ptqdt � Πpvq �
» v̂

v

Hpf, tqdt

¥ Πpvq �
» v̂

v

Hpf, vqdt � Πpvq �mpθ̃psqqq̃psqpv̂ � vq

� Πps|ŝq

whether v̂ ¡ v or v̂   v, so global incentive compatibility holds.

Proof of Proposition 3 The structure of the proof is as follows. I first find the

Pareto optimal fully separating mechanism, subject to constraints which are implied

by, but not necessarily equivalent to incentive compatibility. This Pareto optimal

mechanism turns out satisfy Lemma 1, so it is incentive compatible. Finally, I show

that buyers can’t profit from deviating from the equilibrium set of prices p and

quantities q, so the mechanism is decentralizable, and must therefore correspond to

the fully separating equilibrium.

First, observe that because Πpvq is convex, the right and left derivatives of Π

exist everywhere; I denote them by Π1
� and Π1

�, respectively. Then for any v, the

Pareto optimal incentive compatible mechanism is given by the mechanism which

maximizes Π1
� subject to constraints implied by incentive compatibility. I can frame

the problem using optimal control as follows:

Given v P V , Πpvq ¡ 0, and Π1
�pvq P R, choose Π1

�pvq, θpf, vq and qpf, vq to solve
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the following program:

max
Π1

�
PR,θ¥0,qPr0,1s

Π1
�

s.t.

� Π1
�pvq ¥ mpθpf, vqqqpf, vq ¥ �Π1

�pvq ¥ 0 @f P rfpvq, f̄pvqs (A.6)

Πpvq � mpθpf, vqqqpf, vqpf � vq � kθpf, vq @f P rfpvq, f̄pvqs (A.7)

Πp�q is continuous and convex (A.8)

where (A.6) and (A.8) follow from (A.5). Note that Π1
�pvq is constant for all f P

rfpvq, f̄pvqs, whereas θ and q may vary across f . I first prove two useful lemmas

which characterize the constraint set for f � fpvq, and then show that this leads to

a unique solution which satisfies the constraints for all f P rfpvq, f̄pvqs.

Lemma 4. Given Π ¡ 0, and v P V , let ψpΠ, vq be the set of pθ, qq P R��r0, 1s that

attain Π at pfpvq, vq:

ψpΠ, vq � tpθ, qq P R� � r0, 1s : Π � mpθqqpfpvq � vq � kθu.

Let θpΠ, vq be the lowest θ that attains Π when q � 1:

θpΠ, vq � inftθ ¥ 0 : Π � mpθqpfpvq � vq � kθu.

Then

(i) ψpΠ, vq is nonempty iff Π ¤ ΠCIpfpvq, vq.

(ii) mpθqq is minimized over ψpΠ, vq by pθ, qq � pθpΠ, vq, 1q.
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Proof. Part (i): The function mpθqqpfpvq� vq� kθ is continuous, unbounded below,

and attains its maximum at ΠCIpfpvq, vq. Therefore, there exist pθ, qq P R� � r0, 1s
which set mpθqqpfpvq�vq�kθ equal to Π iff Π is in the range of mpθqqpfpvq�vq�kθ,
which is p�8,ΠCIpfpvq, vqs.

Part (ii): The program is to minimize mpθqq over ψpΠ, vq. If I solve for q in the

definition of ψ, I may rewrite the program with q eliminated as follows:

min
θ¥0

Π� kθ

fpvq � v

s.t.

Π� kθ

mpθqpfpvq � vq P r0, 1s (A.9)

The objective function is increasing in θ, and the left-hand side of (A.9) goes to 8
as θ Ñ 0. Therefore, the program is solved when the left-hand side of (A.9) (i.e., q)

is equal to 1, and θ equals θpΠ, vq.

Lemma 5. For all v P V , �Π1
�pvq is bounded below by mpθpΠ, vqq.

Proof. Suppose there exists a v P V such that �Π1
�pvq   mpθpΠ, vqq. Let ε �

mpθpΠ, vqq � p�Π1
�pvqq. By the continuity of Πp�q, θp�, �q, and mp�q, there exists a

δ ¡ 0 such that for all v̂ P pv, v � δq, |mpθpΠpvq, vqq �mpθpΠpv̂q, v̂qq|   ε. Also, by

the convexity of Π, I know that �Π1
�pvq ¥ �Π1

�pv̂q. Combining these two facts with

(A.6) at v̂ yields:

mpθpΠpv̂q, v̂qq ¡ mpθpΠpvq, vqq � ε � �Π1
�pvq ¥ �Π1

�pv̂q ¥ mpθpv̂qqqpv̂q.

By Part (ii) of the prior lemma, this is a contradiction.
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The lemma says that for any v P V , there is no IC mechanism in which the

right-derivative of the profit function exceeds �mpθpΠpvq, vqq. Furthermore, Part (i)

of Lemma 4 implies that there is no IC mechanism in which the initial value Πpvq
exceeds the complete information profit ΠCIpfpv, vqq. Therefore, if there exists a

mechanism that satisfies (A.6) - (A.8), with Π1
�pvq � �mpθpΠpvq, vqq at every v P V ,

and initial value Πpvq � ΠCIpfpv, vqq, it must be Pareto optimal. I now construct

such a mechanism and show it is unique.

If Π1
�pvq � �mpθpΠpvq, vqq for all v P V , then by the continuity of mpθpΠp�q, �qq,

Π1
�pvq must be continuous in V . This, together with the continuity of Π, implies

that Π is differentiable everywhere, so for all v P V , Π1
�pvq � Π1

�pvq, and (A.6) must

hold with equality. Now for all f P rfpvq, f̄pvqs, equations (A.6) and (A.7) uniquely

pin down θpf, vq and qpf, vq as follows:

θpf, vq � 1

k

�
� Πpvq � Π1pvqpf � vqq

�
, qpf, vq � �Π1pvq

mpθpf, vqq ,

where �Π1pvq � mpθpΠpvq, vqq. Recalling the definition of θpΠpvq, vq, write

θpΠpvq, vq � 1

k

�
� Πpvq �mpθpΠpvq, vqqpfpvq � vqq

�
,

where θpΠpvq, vq is the lowest fixed point of the right-hand side. Apply mp�q to both

sides and substitute �Π1pvq � mpθpΠpvq, vqq to get the expression in the proposition:

�Π1pvq � m

�
1

k

�
� Πpvq � Π1pvqpfpvq � vqq

��
with Πpvq � ΠCIpfpvq, vq,

where Π1pvq is the lowest fixed point of the right-hand side of the ODE. The solution

Πp�q to this initial value problem is unique, strictly convex, and of course continuous,

so the proposed mechanism satisfies (A.8), and by construction it satisfies (A.6) and

(A.7). It remains to be shown that θ and q are within their proper bounds.
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Substituting �Π1pvq � mpθpΠpvq, vqq in the expression for θpf, vq and noting

f ¥ fpvq, I have

θpf, vq ¥ 1

k

�
� Πpvq �mpθpΠpvq, vqqpfpvq � vqq

�
� θpΠpvq, vq ¡ 0,

where the last inequality is strict as long as Π ¡ 0, which is true everywhere in the

unique solution to the ODE. This expression implies

qpf, vq � �Π1pvq
mpθpf, vqq �

mpθpΠpvq, vqq
mpθpf, vqq P r0, 1s,

so both θpf, vq and qpf, vq are in their feasible sets, and I have found the solution

to the optimal control problem. Note that although the constraints of the optimal

control problem were implied by but not necessarily equivalent to incentive compat-

ibility, it can be easily shown that this solution satisfies the assumptions in Lemma

1, so it is the Pareto optimal incentive compatible fully separating mechanism.

The form for p� and q� in the Proposition follow directly from the form of the

Pareto optimal mechanism characterized above. Because the mechanism is IC, it

is clear that the strategies p� and q� are optimal to the seller, and by construction

the mechanism satisfies the buyer’s zero-profit condition. It remains to check that

buyers cannot profit from offering a pp, qq RM�.

Observe that because p�pf, vq is independent of f , continuous, and strictly in-

creasing in v, the set of prices posted in equilibrium is the closed interval rp, p̄s,
where I let p � p�pvq and p̄ � p�pv̄q. Next, recall that in the Pareto optimal mecha-

nism, qpfpvq, vq � 1 for all v P V , and observe that q�pf, vq is continuous and strictly

decreasing in f . Therefore, for any p P rp, p̄s, the set of quantities q posted is the

closed interval rqppq, 1s, where qppq � q�pf̄pvq, vq and p � p�pvq. Because M� takes

this form, it suffices to show that p ¡ p̄ and p   p are not profitable deviations, and

that if p is an element of rp, p̄s, then q   qppq is not a profitable deviation.
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Suppose that a coalition of buyers consider posting a pp, qq pair where p P rp, p̄s,
but q   qppq. First define θppp, qq, sq � inftθ̃ ¡ 0 : mpθqqpp � vq ¥ Πpvqu, which

is the lowest acceptable market tightness for type s in equilibrium. Recall that

when buyers post off-equilibrium pp, qq pairs, they expect the type that will accept

the lowest probability of trade. Because θppp, qq, sq depends strictly on v, buyers’

off-equilibrium beliefs are a distribution over T pp, qq � arg infsPS̃ θppp, q, q, sq. Noting

that mpθpp, q, vqqqpp�vq � Πpvq, differentiating by v and substituting the expression

for p�pvq shows that θ3pp, q, vq is proportional to pp�pvq�vq{pp�vq�1, so θpp, q, vq is

clearly minimized over V by p��1ppq, the unique type v which selects p in equilibrium.

So buyers off-equilibrium beliefs about asset quality f are a distribution over S̃pvq.
Also recall that for off-equilibrium pp, qq, θpp, qq � infsPS̃ θppp, q, sqq. So if v is the

minimizing value, then mpθpp, qqqqpp � vq � Πpvq � mpθpf, vqqqpf, vqpp�pvq � vq,
where v is the type which chooses p�pvq � p in equilibrium (and therefore pp � vq
and pp�pvq � vq cancel), and f P S̃pvq. This gives mpθpp, qqq � mpθpf, vqqqpf, vq{q ¡
mpθpf, vqq, because q   qppq ¤ qpf, vq. Therefore, θpp, qq ¡ θpf, vq, and because

npθq � mpθq{θ is strictly decreasing, for any f P S̃pvq, I have k � npθpf, vqqqpf, vqpf�
pq � npθpf̄pvq, vqqqpf̄pvq, vqpf̄pvq� pq ¡ npθpp, qqqqpErf̃ |p, qs� pq, where I have used

the fact that the buyer’s expectation over S̃pvq cannot exceed maxtS̃pvqu � f̄pvq.
So regardless of the buyer’s off-equilibrium belief distribution over asset qualities

f P S̃pvq, pp, qq P rp, p̄s � r0, qppqq is not a profitable deviation.

Next, suppose that a coalition posts p ¡ p̄, with any q P r0, 1s. As explained

above, θ3pp, q, vq has the same sign as pp�pvq � vq{pp � vq � 1, so θpp, q, vq must be

minimized by v � v̄. Note that S̃pvq � tf̄u, the highest possible asset quality in

S̃, not just S̃pvq, so buyers expect type pf̄ , v̄q. Next, observe that θpp, 1q satisfies

mpθpp, 1qqpp � v̄q � Πpv̄q � mpθpf̄ , v̄qqpp�pv̄q � v̄q, where I have used qpf̄ , v̄q � 1; so

then, θpp, 1q   θpf̄ , v̄q. Because θpf̄ , v̄q is less than the complete information θ, and
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θpp, 1q is even lower, I must have mpθpf̄ , v̄qqpf̄ � v̄q � kθpf̄ , v̄q ¡ mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � v̄q �
kθpp, 1q So the zero-profit condition of buyers who trade with pf̄ , v̄q in equilibrium

gives

0 � mpθpf̄ , v̄qqpf̄ � p�pv̄qq � kθpf̄ , v̄q � mpθpf̄ , v̄qqpf̄ � Πpv̄q{mpθpf̄ , v̄qq � v̄q � kθpf̄ , v̄q

� �Πpv̄q �mpθpf̄ , v̄qqpf̄ � v̄q � kθpf̄ , v̄q ¡ �Πpv̄q �mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � v̄q � kθpp, 1q

� �mpθpp, 1qqpp� vq �mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � v̄q � kθpp, 1q � mpθpp, 1qqpf̄ � pq � kθpp, 1q.

Dividing both sides by θpp, 1q gives 0 ¡ npθpp, 1qqpf̄ � pq � k. Next, note that for

q P r0, 1s, mpθpp, qqqqpp � v̄q � mpθpp, 1qqpp � v̄q, so θpp, qq ¥ θpp, 1q, and I have

0 ¡ npθpp, qqqqpf̄ � pq � k, so pp, qq P pp̄,8q � r0, 1s is not a profitable deviation.

Suppose that a coalition posts p   p, with q P r0, 1s. Because θ3pp, q, vq has the

same sign as pp�pvq � vq{pp � vq � 1, if pp, qq attracts any type, it must be v and

therefore pf, vq. If so, then qpp � vq ¡ mpθpp, qqqqpp � vq � Πpvq � mpθpf, vqq � 1 �
pp�pvq � vq. Therefore, q ¡ mpθpf, vqqpp�pvq � vq{pp� vq ¡ mpθpf, vqq. Also require

that p � v ¡ mpθpf, vqqpp�pvq � vq. Otherwise, no types are attracted, θpp, qq �
8, and the buyer’s profit is �k. With these restrictions on q and p, recall that

pf, vq receives the complete information allocation, so mpθpf, vqpf � vq � kθpf, vq ¥
mpθpp, qqqqpf � vq � kθpp, qq. So the zero-profit condition of buyers who trade with

pf, vq in equilibrium gives

0 � mpθpf, vqqpf � p�pvqq � kθpf, vq � mpθpf, vqqpf � Πpvq{mpθpf, vqq � vq � kθpf, vq

� �Πpvq �mpθpf, vqqpf � vq � kθpf, vq ¥ �Πpvq �mpθpp, qqqqpf � vq � kθpp, qq

� �mpθpp, qqqqpp� vq �mpθpp, qqqqpf � vq � kθpp, qq � mpθpp, qqqqpf � pq � kθpp, qq.

Dividing both sides by θpp, qq gives 0 ¥ npθpp, qqqqpf�pq�k, so pp, qq P r0, ps�r0, 1s
is not a profitable deviation, and the proof is complete.

Proof of Corollary 1 These follow directly from differentiating the expressions

for θ̃ and q̃ in Proposition 3.
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Proof of Corollary 2 This is stated in the form of the equilibrium.

Proof of Corollary 3 Part (i): Follows from Corollary 2. Part (ii): Recall from

the proof of Proposition 3 that �Π1pvq � mpθpf, vqqqpf, vq � mpθpf, vqq, where the

second equality follows from Corollary 2. Differentiate both sides with respect to v

to obtain

�Π2pvq � m1pθpf, vqqθvpf, vq (A.10)

� �m1pθpf, vqqΠ2pvqpf � vq{k, (A.11)

where the second equality follows from differentiating the expression for θpf, vq in

Proposition 3. The strict convexity of Π implies that Π2pvq ¡ 0 and may be can-

celled, yielding m1pθpf, vqqpf � vq � k, which characterizes the complete information

liquidity θpf, vq.
Proof of Corollary 4 Denote the liquidity and fraction sold over domain S̃ by θ̃

and q̃, and over domain S by θ and q. Then θpf, δq � θ̃pf, δfq and qpf, δq � q̃pf, δfq.
This gives

θ1 � θ̃1 � θ̃2δ

� �1

k
rΠ1pvq � δΠ2pvqpf � vqs.

Also note that differentiating (1.10) with respect to v gives

�
m1pθpvqqpfpvq � vq � k

�
Π2pvq � �Π1pvqm1pθpvqqf 1pvq, (A.12)

where I denote θpvq � θ̃pfpvq, vq as the liquidity of the lowest quality asset f for

a given private valuation v, and therefore the argument of m1 in (A.12) and of m

in (1.10) is θpvq. Use (A.12) to solve for Π2pvq, note that in S̄, fpvq � v{δ̄, and

rearrange the above equation to get

θ1 � �Π1pvq
krm1pθpvqqp1� δ̄qv{δ̄ � ksr�pδ̄ � δqm1pθpvqqv{δ̄ � ks   0.
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And finally,

θ2 � θ̃2f � �Π2pvqpf � vqf
k

  0.

Proof of Corollary 5 First consider q̃2pf, vq in the region v P V . Differentiate

the expression for q̃ in Proposition 3 with respect to v:

q̃2pf, vq � Π2pvq
mpθ̃qk

��Π1pvq
mpθ̃q m

1pθ̃qpf � vq � k



(A.13)

This has the same sign as the expression in parentheses. Note that�Π1pvq � mpθpvqq,
and observe that

�Π1pvqpf � vq � kθ̃pf, vq � Πpvq � �Π1pvqpf � vq � kθpvq,

which implies that f � f �pθ̃pf, vq� θpvqqk{mpθpvqq, so q̃pf, vq has the same sign as

�Π1pvq
mpθ̃q m

1pθ̃qpf � vq � k � mpθpvqq
mpθ̃q m1pθ̃q

�
k

mpθqpθ̃ � θq � f � v

�
� k

Dividing by k gives

mpθpvqq
mpθ̃q m1pθ̃q

�
θ̃ � θ

mpθq �
f � v

k

�
� 1 � m1pθ̃q

mpθ̃q pθ̃ � θq � mpθqm1pθ̃q
mpθ̃qm1pθq � 1

  mpθ̃q �mpθq
mpθ̃q � mpθqm1pθ̃q

mpθ̃qm1pθq � 1 � mpθq
mpθ̃q

�
m1pθ̃q
m1pθq � 1

�
  0,

so q̃2   0 when v P V . Therefore q2pf, δq � q̃2pf, δfqf   0 in S.

Also, observe that

q̃1pf, vq � �1

k

�
Π1pvqs
mpθ̃q


2

  0,

so q1pf, δq � q̃1pf, vq � q̃2pf, vqδ   0.
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Finally, θ̃2pf, vq � �Π2pvqpf � vq{k   0, so θ2pf, δq � θ̃2pf, vqf   0.

Proof of Theorem 3. Consider θ1pf, δq, which is the market tightness partial

at a point on the left border of S. Recall that kθpf, δq � �Πpδfq � Π1pδfqpf � δfq.
Differentiating with respect to f gives

kθ1pf, δq � �Π1pδfq � Π2pδfqp1� δqδf (A.14)

For a given v, denote the liquidity associated with the lowest type fpvq as θpvq �
θ̃pf, vq. Then I can compute Π2pvq by noting that Π1pvq � �mpθpvqq. Recalling that

in S, mpθpvqqpf�vq � k, I have Π2pvq � �m1pθpvqqθ1pvq � � rm1pθpvqqs2

m2pθpvqqpf�vq
. Returning

to (A.14), I have

kθ1pf, δq � mpθpvqq � δ
rm1pθpvqqs2
m2pθpvqq .

Dividing both sides by mpθpvqq and incorporating the assumed form of mpθq �
p1�θ�rq�1{r, I have that θ1pf, δq ¡ 0 if and only if p1�rqθpvq�r ¡ δ. Use mpθpvqqpf�
vq � k to solve for θpvq, plug in the previous inequality, and rearrange to get that

θ1pf, δq ¡ 0 if and only if

�
fp1� δq

k


 r
1�r

¡ δ

1� r
� 1. (A.15)

Assumption 1 guarantees that fp1�δq{k ¡ 1, so as r Ñ 8, the limit of the left hand

side of (A.15) is strictly greater than the limit of the righthand side, and therefore

θ1pf, δq ¡ 0 for high enough r. Π2pvq is continuous in V , and so (A.14) indicates

that θ1pf, δq is continuous on S, so there must exist a neiborhood around pf, δq for

which θ1pf, δq ¡ 0.

Now consider (A.15) for the case δ � δ. As r Ñ 0, the left hand side of (A.15)

converges to 1, and the right hand side converges to δ � 1 ¡ 1, so (A.15) is violated

for low enough r. Due to the monotonicity of both sides, this implies that (A.15) is
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violated for all δ P rδ, δ̄s. Therefore, for low enough r, θ1pf, δq   0 for all δ P rδ, δ̄s.
Now for any pf, δq P S, let v � δf and write

kθ1pf, δq � �Π1pvq � Π2pvqp1� v{fqv

¤ �Π1pvq � Π2pvqp1� v{fqv

� kθ1pf, δf{fq

  0,

and the theorem is proved.

Proof of Proposition 4 The first part of the proof is nearly identical to the proof

of Proposition 3, but with pf � vq in (A.7) replaced with pErf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs � vq. Making

this substitution, it is easy to show that the equilibrium identified in Proposition 4

corresponds to the Pareto optimal partial pooling mechanism.

To show that buyers are not motivated to deviate from the equilibrium set M� of

prices p and quantities q, first note that this set takes the form M� � rp, p̄s�1 � R2
�.

The proof that pp, qq with p R rp, p̄s is not a profitable deviation is the same as in the

proof of Proposition 3, so now consider a deviation pp, qq, with p P rp, p̄s and q   1.

As discussed in the proof of Proposition 3, the buyer’s beliefs must be distributed

over the types pf, vq P S̃ where v is the unique v for which p�pvq � p. The literature

do not restrict beliefs beyond that, so suppose that (in accordance with Guerrieri

and Shimer (2013)), the buyer’s belief corresponds to the actual distribution of sellers

with private value v, so his expected asset quality is Erf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs. Recall as in the

proof of Proposition 3 that mpθpp, qqqqpp� vq � mpθpvqqpp� vq, so θpp, qq ¡ θpvq. If

so, then k � npθpvqqpErf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs � pq ¡ npθpp, qqqqpErf̃ |δ̃f̃ � vs � pq, so pp, qq is

not a profitable deviation, and the Proposition is proved.

Proof of Proposition 5 Recall that under full separation Σ, the profit of any

seller who privately values his asset as v � δf may be characterized by the following

ODE:
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Π1pvq � �m
�
�1

k

�
Πpvq � Π1pvqpfpvq � vq�
 , Πpvq � ΠCIpfpvq, vq, (A.16)

where fpvq is the lowest quality asset among sellers with common private value v,

and ΠCIpf, vq is the complete information profit of seller pf, vq. The optimal control

argument which generates the ODE may be similarly applied to the case of partial

pooling Φ, yielding the following characterization:

Π1pvq � �m
�
�1

k

�
Πpvq � Π1pvqpErf̃ |f̃ δ̃ � vs � vq

�

, Πpvq � ΠCIpfpvq, vq,

(A.17)

Clearly, both equilibria have the same initial condition Πpvq � ΠCIpfpvq, vq,
and the only difference between (A.16) and (A.17) is that Erf̃ |f̃ δ̃ � vs has been

substituted for fpvq. As long as some sellers of value v have assets better than fpvq,
it must be that Erf̃ |f̃ δ̃ � vs ¡ fpvq.

Now suppose that the two equilibria have the same profit Πpvq for some v, and

consider how Π1pvq differs under the two equilibria. Let g be a placeholder for either

expression Erf̃ |f̃ δ̃ � vs or fpvq, and let α be a placeholder for Π1pvq and write

α � �m
�
�1

k
rΠpvq � αpg � vqs



. (A.18)

Now fix v and Πpvq, and consider how α changes as g increases from fpvq to

Erf̃ |f̃ δ̃ � vs. Differentiate both sides of (A.18) with respect to g, and solve for α1pgq
to obtain

α1pgq � m1p...qp�αq
m1p...qpg � vq � k

¡ 0, (A.19)
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where the inequality is due to the fact that α � Π1pvq is negative and the denominator

m1p...qpg � vq � k is positive. Therefore, Π1pvq is higher under partial pooling where

g � Erf̃ |f̃ δ̃ � vs ¡ fpvq than under full separation where g � fpvq, so wherever

ΠΦpvq crosses ΠΣpvq, it must be that Π1
Φpvq ¡ Π1

Σpvq.
Finally, suppose there exists a v at which the profit function ΠΦpvq under pooling

is less than or equal to that under full separation ΠΣpvq. Then because the two

equilibrium profit functions are equal at the initial condition Πpvq � ΠCIpf, vq,
the pooling profit ΠΦpvq must cross the separating profit ΠΣpvq from above, which

contradicts Π1
Φpvq ¡ Π1

Σpvq. Therefore, for all v ¡ v, ΠΣpvq   ΠΦpvq, and Part (i) is

proved.

Proof of Proposition 6 The proof of the fully separating equilibrium shows

that Σ is robust to any belief satisfying (R), so therefore ΓpΣq � Γ0. By definition,

any belief in ΓpΣq must satisfy (R), so ΓpΣq � Γ0. Combining these two relations,

ΓpΣq � Γ0.

By definition, ΓpΦq � Γ0 � ΓpΣq, so what remains to be shown is that ΓpΦq
is strictly less than ΓpΣq. To do this, let T̂ pp, qq � tpf̄pvq, vq : pf, vq P T pp, qqu. I

propose that any off-equilibrium beliefs with support restricted to T̂ pp, qq support

full separation Σ but break partial pooling Φ. The proof of Proposition 3 shows that

if p is in the set of equilibrium prices, then T pp, qq � tpf, vq P S̃ : p�pvq � pu. This

indicates that as defined, T̂ pp, qq � T pp, qq. Therefore, beliefs which are restricted to

have support no larger than T̂ pp, qq satisfy restriction (R) and are therefore in ΓpΣq.
However, such beliefs are not in ΓpΦq. To see this, note that under partial pooling Φ,

(A.17) indicates that all sellers choose q � 1, so q   1 is off equilibrium. Suppose that

buyers post pp, qq, where p is in the equilibrium set of prices, but q   1 and therefore

off-equilibrium. Then mpθpp, qqqqpp�vq � Πpvq � mpθpp, 1qqpp�vq, where p�pvq � p.

If so, then off-equilibrium θpp, qq satisfies mpθpp, qqq � mpθpp, 1qq{q, and is therefore

continuous in q. So letting ε � f̄�Erf̃ |vs, let ε1 � npθpp, 1qqε{pf̄pvq�pq. Then by the
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continuity of θpp, qq in q, there exists a q   1 such that npθpp, qqqq ¡ npθpp, 1qq � ε1.

If so, then npθpp, qqqqrf̄pvq� ps ¡ rnpθpp, 1qq� ε1srf̄pvq� ps � npθpp, 1qqrε�Erf̃ |vs�
ps � ε1rf̄pvq � ps � npθpp, 1qqrErf̃ |vs � ps � npθpp, 1qqε � ε1pf̄pvq � pq � k, so pp, qq
is a profitable deviation, and the beliefs do not support Φ and are therefore not in

ΓpΦq.
Proof of Proposition 7 Using a strategy identical to the proof of Proposition 10

in DeMarzo and Duffie (1999), I can show that given any increasing security G with

g � ErGpXq|zs, then if F pXq � minrX, ds is a standard debt contract with f � g,

then for all z, g � ErGpXq|zs ¥ ErF pXq|zs � f . Since Πpδp�q, fq is decreasing for

any δ P rδ, δ̄s, I have Πpδg, gq � Πpδg, fq ¤ Πpδf, fq. Because this inequality holds

for any δ and any z, take expectations to get V pF q ¥ V pGq. So standard debt is an

optimal security.
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Appendix B

Proofs for Chapter 2

Proof of Proposition 8 The piecewise linearity of the utility function, while im-

proving tractability of the date 0 portfolio problem, makes the date 1 consumption

problem more complicated than in Allen and Gale (1998). Throughout the proof, I

abbreviate c11 by c1. I also assume that r ¤ L, because otherwise costly liquidation

occurs for all p P r0, 1s, which is clearly not optimal.

First note that for any pL, I, r, pq, l � 1 weakly dominates l � 0. To see this,

observe that for any tc1, c21, α, c22, i, l � 0u satisfying constraints (2.1) through (2.7),

by (2.4) I must have c1 � r. So then if l is changed so l � 1, the only changed

condition is (2.1), which is clearly satisfied. Therefore, any consumption allocation

attainable by l � 0 is attainable by l � 1, so l � 1 is weakly optimal.

I next prove two lemmas which will be useful in completing the proof of the

proposition.

Lemma 6. If l � 1 and i � 0, then

1. c1 � r

2. L� pGI � r ¥ uprq
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3. α � 0

4. Erc22s � L� pGI � r.

5. Aggregate utility is uprq � upL� pGI � rq.

Proof: By (2.4), c1 � r so item 1 holds. If item 2 is strict, then α ¡ 0 requires

(by (2.5)) c21 � r and (by (2.7)) upErc22sq ¤ uprq, which is clearly improved on by

α � 0, upErc22sq � upL � pGI � rq ¡ uprq. If item 2 holds with equality, then by

(2.2) raising α will weakly decrease Erc22s, so α � 0 is optimal. This shows that

item 2 implies items 3 through 5.

Now suppose item 2 is violated. Then by (2.2) raising α will strictly decrease

Erc22s, so for all α P r0, 1s, upErc22sq ¤ upL � pGI � rq   uprq, and so by (2.6),

α � 1. This gives, by (2.5), c21 � r, and (2.1) implies 2r ¤ L. But this contradicts

my assumption that item 2 is violated. Therefore, item 2 must hold, and so must

items 3 through 5.

Define W � L� θpGI to be the total wealth if all assets are liquidated.

Lemma 7. If l � 1 and i � 1, then

1. If W � r ¥ uprq, then aggregate utility is uprq � upW � rq, and α � 0, c1 � r,

and Erc22s � W � r is an optimal allocation.

2. If W � r   uprq, then aggregate utility is 2upW {2q, α � 1, and c1 � c21 �
W {2   r.

Proof: First note that if c1   r, then α � 1. To see this, observe that (2.4) and

(2.2) imply p1 � αqErc22s � 0. If α   1, then by (2.6) I have upc1q ¤ upErc22sq and

Erc22s � 0, which is a contradiction.

(Part 1) Suppose r ¥ k. Then letting c1 � r, α � 0, and Erc22s � W � c1 �
W � r ¥ uprq implies upErc22sq � upW � rq ¥ uprq, so this is a feasible allocation.
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Also, the aggregate utility under this allocation is uprq � upW � rq � 2k, which is

the unconstrained maximum utility, so this allocation must be an optimal one.

Suppose r   k. If c1   r, then as noted above, α � 1, and (2.4) implies that

r ¡ c1 � c21 � W {2. This contradicts the assumption of Part 1, so c1 � r. Given

this, if W �r ¡ r, then α ¡ 0 requires by (2.5) c21 � r and by (2.7) upErc22sq ¤ uprq,
which is clearly improved on by α � 0, upErc22sq � upW � rq ¡ uprq. And if

W � r � r, then raising α will leave Erc22s unchanged, so α � 0 is an optimal value.

This gives c1 � r, α � 0, and Erc22s � W � r as an optimal allocation, with

aggregate utility of uprq � upW � rq.
(Part 2) If c1 � r, then by (2.2) raising α will strictly decrease Erc22s, so for all

α P r0, 1s, upErc22sq ¤ upW � rq   uprq, and so by (2.6), α � 1. This gives, by (2.5),

c21 � c1 and by (2.1), 2c1 � 2c21 ¤ W   uprq � r ¤ 2r, which is a contradiction. So

c1   r, α � 1, c1 � c21 and (2.4) gives c1 � W {2.

Armed with Lemmas 6 and 2, I am ready to prove Proposition 8. I have already

shown above that l � 1 weakly dominates l � 0.

Part (i): If i � 0, then Lemma 6 indicates that aggregate utility is uprq�upL�r�
rGIq. If i � 1, then Lemma 2 indicates that if W � r ¥ uprq, then aggregate utility

is uprq�upW �rq ¤ uprq�upL�r�pGIq. If W �r   uprq, then W   r�uprq ¤ 2r,

and by Lemma 2 aggregate utility is 2upW {2q ¤ 2uprq ¤ uprq � upL� r � pGIq. So

clearly i � 0 is optimal, and by Lemma 6, I have c1 � r, α � 0, Erc22s � L�r�pGI.

Part (ii): If p   p�, then L � r � pGI   uprq, so by Part 2 of Lemma 6 I must

have i � 1 is optimal. Also, this implies W �r � L�θpGI�r   L�pGI�r   uprq,
so by Lemma 2 I have α � 1, c1 � c22 � W {2, and the proposition is proved.

Proof of Proposition 9 Part 1: Denote the left limit of Uppq by U�ppq, and

note that the jump discontinuity at p� implies U�pp�q   Upp�q. If pg � p� and

pb � 0, then the constraints of the disclosure problem imply dppgq � p{p� and

dppbq � 1 � p{p�, so the objective function is p1 � p{p�qUp0q � pp{p�qUpp�q ¡ p1 �
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p{p�qUp0q � pp{p�qU�pp�q � Up0 � p1 � p{p�q � p�pp{p�qq � Uppq, where the second

to last equality follows from the linearity of U over r0, p�q. So I have shown that

ppg � p�, pb � 0q is strictly better than an uninformative test pg � pb � p. Next,

note that the constraints imply that pb ¤ p ¤ pg, with p   p�. If pg   p�, then by

the linearity of U over r0, p�q, the objective function takes value equal to Uppq, which

I have shown is not optimal. So the optimal test must have pg ¥ p� and pb ¤ p   p�.

The constraints imply that dppbq � ppg � pq{ppg � pbq and dppgq � pp� pbq{ppg � pbq.
Substituting into the objective function and differentiating with respect to pg gives

FOCppgq :
U 1ppgqppg � pbq � pUppgq � Uppbqq

ppg � pbq2 ,

which has the same sign as U 1ppgq � pUppgq � Uppbqq{ppg � pbq, or

u1pL� r � pgGIqGI � uprq � upL� r � pgGIq � 2uppL� θpbGIq{2q
ppg � pbq . (B.1)

Because Up�q is strictly increasing below p� and weakly increasing thereafter, and pb  
p   p� ¤ pg, the second term must be positive. If pg ¡ p��, then the first term is zero,

so (B.1) is negative. Now suppose pg P rp�, p��s. If r ¥ k, then the first term is zero,

so (B.1) is negative. If r   k, then (B.1) reduces to GI �GIppg� θpbq{ppg� pbq ¤ 0,

with strict inequality if pb ¡ 0 and equality otherwise. So for any pb   p and pg ¥ p�,

the disclosure objective function is strictly decreasing in pg for pg ¡ p�� and strictly

decreasing in pg for pg P rp�, p��s if pb is nonzero. So for any pb   p, an optimal pg

must satisfy pg P rp�, p��s.
Now differentiate the objective with respect to pb to get

FOCppbq :
U 1ppbqppg � pbq � pUppgq � Uppbqq

ppg � pbq2 ,

and without loss of generality set pg � p�, which I have shown is optimal for any

pb   p. The FOCppbq has the same sign as U 1ppbq � pUpp�q � Uppbqq{pp� � pbq  
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U 1ppbq�pU�pp�q�Uppbqq{pp��pbq � 0, where the equality follows from the linearity

of U over r0, p�q. So FOCppbq is strictly negative, and therefore pb � 0 is uniquely

optimal.

Using Bayes rule, I can back out the stress test πpσ|Rq. Note that 0 � pb �
p1� πpg|Gqqp{µpbq implies πpg|Gq � 1, and pg � πpg|Gqp{pπpg|Gqp� πpg|0qp1� pqq
implies πpg|0q � pp1� pgq{ppgp1� pqq.

Part 2: If p� ¡ 1 or if p� ¤ 0, then Up�q is weakly concave over r0, 1s. So for

any dppbq, dppgq, pb, and pg satisfying the constraints, dppbqUppbq � dppgqUppgq ¤
Updppbqpb� dppgqpgq � Uppq. Since Uppq can be achieved by an uninformative signal

pb � pg � p, it must be weakly optimal.

Proof of Corollary 6 Part 1: The optimal posterior belief pg is independent

of p, and πpg|0q � pp1 � pgq{ppgp1 � pqq, which decreases as p decreases. Part 2:

Since pb � 0, the constraint p � dppbqpb � dppgqpg implies dppgq � p{pg. Therefore,

dppbq � 1� dppbq � 1� p{pg, which decreases as p decreases.

Proof of Proposition 10 Because the objective function is weakly increasing

in I and κ, without loss of generality, Equations (2.8) and (2.9) bind. So the choice

variables can be reduced to L P r0, Es and κ P r0, Ls. Denote the objective function

under no stress tests by OnpL, κq. The objective function is differentiable only in

certain regions, with kinks identified by the dotted lines in Figure B.1. The figure

is drawn assuming k   E, but this is not necessary for the proofs. If k ¥ E, then

regions A1 and A7 are simply eliminated. Where On is differentiable, I have
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Figure B.1: Differentiable regions of the portfolio-contract L� κ space.

BOn
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» p̂

0

u1
�L� θpGI

2

	
p1� θpGqdp�

» 1

p̂

�
u1pL� κq � u1pκ� pGIqpG

�
dp

� Bp̂
BL
�
upL� κq � upκ� p̂GIq � 2u

�L� θp̂GI

2

	�
(B.2)

BOn

Bκ �
» 1

p̂

�
� u1pL� κq � u1pκ� pGIq

�
dp

� Bp̂
Bκ
�
upL� κq � upκ� p̂GIq � 2u

�L� θp̂GI

2

	�
(B.3)

The strategy is to show that the optimum must be in region A4, and then to show
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that it does not lie on the upper boundary p� � 0 of A4. First consider region A1,

where κ ¡ k. In this region, p�   0, so p̂ � 0, and L� κ   k. Therefore, Bp̂{Bκ � 0,

so BOn{Bκ � �1, and in region A1, the optimum must lie along κ � k. In region A3,

p̄ ¡ 1, κ   k, and p�   0, so BOn{BL � 1�G{2   0, which implies the optimum must

lie along p̄ � 1. In region A2, p�   0, κ   k, and p̄   1, so BOn{Bκ � �1 � p̄   0,

which implies the optimum in A2 must lie along p̄ � 1 or p� � 0. Also, in region

A2, BOn{BL � 1 � Gp̄2{2. Let κpLq be the value of κ which solves p̄ � 1 for a

given L. Then dOnpL, κpLqq{dL � BOnpL, κpLqq{BL � pBOnpL, κpLqq{Bκqκ1pLq �
1�Gp̄2{2� p�1� p̄qκ1pLq � 1�G{2� 0   0, so On is decreasing along p̄ � 1 as L

increases, which implies the optimum in A2 must lie on p� � 0. Because A2 includes

the optima of A1 and A3, the optimum of pA1, A2, A3q together must lie on p� � 0,

with p̄ ¤ 1.

I next establish a lemma which simplifies the computation of (B.2) and (B.3)

when p� ¥ 0.

Lemma 8. Suppose p� ¥ 0. Then the consumption c11ppq under a run (p   p�) does

not exceed the kink k.

Proof. If p   p�, then c11ppq � pL� θpGIq{2   pL� θp̂GIq{2. In regions A6 and A7,

p� ¡ 1, so p̂ � 1, and also L ¡ k. Then L� θp̂GI � L� θGpE �Lq. If θG ¤ 1, then

L � θGpE � Lq ¤ E   2k. If θG ¡ 1, then L � θGpE � Lq � θGE � pθG � 1qL  
θGE�pθG�1qk   θGE�pθG�1qpE�k{Gq � θk�E�k{G   θk�k   2k. In regions

A4 and A5, where p�   1 and L�κ   k, I have L�θp̂GI � L�θp�GI   L�p�GI �
L�L�2κ � 2pL�κq   2k. So in regions A4 through A7, c11ppq � pL�θpGIq{2   k,

and the lemma is proved.

Now consider the region pA4, A5, A6, A7q, where p� ¥ 0. In regions A6 and A7,

I have p̄ ¡ 1 and p� ¡ 1, so p̂ � 1 and then Bp̂{Bκ � 0. Therefore, (B.3) is 0, the

objective function is constant in κ, so an optimal point of pA6, A7q must lie on the
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upper boundary p� � 1. In the interior of A5, I have p�   1 but p̄ ¡ 1, so (B.3) is³1

p�
r�1� 1s � p�2{GIqp1� θqpL� 2κq ¡ 0; therefore BOn{Bκ ¡ 0, and the optimum

must lie on the upper boundaries p̄ � 1 or p� � 0. Now consider (B.2) in A5, which

is
³�
0
p1qp1�θpGqdp� ³1

p�
p1�pGqdp�pE�2κq{pGI2qp1�θqpL�2κq. Along p� � 0, I

have 0 � p� � pL� 2κq{GI, which implies L � 2κ, so along p� � 0, (B.2) reduces to

1�G{2   0 and (B.3) reduces to 0. Let κpLq � L{2, so that for any L, κpLq solves

p� � 0. Then along p� � 0, I have dOnpL, κpLqq{dL � BOn{BL � BOn{Bκ � κ1pLq �
1�G{2�0�1{2   0, so On is decreasing along p� � 0 as L increases, and the optimum

of A5 must lie along p̄ � 1. Because A5 contains an optimal point of pA6, A7q, I must

have that the optimal point of pA5, A6, A7q lies along p̄ � 1. Because A4 contains

the optimal point of pA1, A2, A3q along p� � 0 and also contains the optimal point

of pA5, A6, A7q along p̄ � 1, the global optimum must lie in A4.

In the region A4, where p� P r0, 1s and p̄ ¤ 1, (B.2) and (B.3) may be written as

BOn

BL � 1� G

2
p̄2 � G

2
p1� θqp�2 � E � 2κ

GI2
p1� θqpL� 2κq (B.4)

BOn

Bκ � p̄� 1� 2

GI
p1� θqpL� 2κq. (B.5)

Along p� � 0, L � 2κ � 0, so (B.4) reduces to 1 � p̄2G{2 and (B.5) reduces to

p̄ � 1   0. Therefore, along any point of the interior of p� � 0, lowering κ is an

improvement. Now check the endpoints of p� � 0 by examining how On changes

along p� � 0. Letting κpLq � L{2 as above so that κpLq solves p� � 0 for any L,

observe that dOnpL, κpLqq{dL � BOn{BL�BOn{Bκ �κ1pLq � 1� p̄2G{2�pp̄�1q{2. At

the right-most endpoint of p� � 0 in A4, p̄ � 1, so dOnpL, κpLqq{dL � 1 �G{2   0,

so moving slightly to the interior of p� � 0 is an improvement. At the left-most

endpoint of p� � 0, L � κ � 0, so p̄ � k{pGEq, so then Assumption 3 implies

BOn{BL � 1 � p̄2G{2 � 1 � pk{pGEqq2G{2 ¡ 1 � p?2G{Gq2G{2 � 0. Therefore,

raising L is an improvement over L � κ � 0, so the left-most endpoint of p� � 0
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cannot be optimal, and therefore the optimal point of A4 must satisfy p� ¡ 0. The

optimal point of A4 is the global optimum, so the Proposition is proved.

Proof of Proposition 11 In region A4, the objective function On is strictly

concave in κ, which can be seen by nothing that (B.5) is strictly decreasing in κ.

Therefore, the optimum must lie on the set of points where (B.5) is equal to zero,

which is a positive-sloped straight line intersecting pL � pGE�kq{pG�2p1�θqq, κ �
0q, as well as the upper right corner of A4. At upper-right corner of A4, I have

p� � 0 (so L � 2κ � 0) and p̄ � 1, so (B.4) reduces to 1 � G{2   0. Letting

κpLq denote the value κ that sets (B.5) equal to zero, I have dOnpL, κpLqq{dL �
BOn{BL� BOn{Bκ � κ1pLq � BOn{BL� 0 � κ1pLq � BOn{BL along κpLq. At the upper

right corner of A4, BOn{BL � 1�G{2   0, so the optimum cannot lie on the upper

right corner of A4.

Next, I show that (B.4) is strictly decreasing in L. Because p̄ is increasing in L,

the sum of the first two terms are decreasing in L. The second two terms can be

combined as �p1� θqp�2GppE�2κq{pL�2κq�1{2q, and differentiating with respect

to L gives �pE � 2κq2p�{pGI2pL � 2κqq   0, so the sum of the last two terms is

also strictly decreasing in L. Therefore, On is strictly concave in L. I have shown

above that along κpLq, dOnpL, κpLqq{dL � BOn{BL, so by the L-concavity of On,

the optimal κ is nonzero if and only if BOn{BL ¡ 0 at the intersection of the graph

of κpLq and κ � 0, which occurs at the point pL � pGE � kq{pG� 2p1� θqq, κ � 0q.
Evaluating (B.4) at this point, and multiplying by 2pG � 2p1 � θqq2 to eliminate

fractions indicates that (B.4) has the same sign as

p1� θqErEG2 � 4p1� θqpEG� kq � kGs � k2r�pG� 2θq2 � 2G� 7θ � 3s. (B.6)

If θ � 1, then (B.6) reduces to �k2GpG � 2q, which is negative for G ¡ 2, so

by the continuity of (B.6) there exists a neighborhood of pθ � 1, G � 2q which

contains a point θ   1, G ¡ 2 in which (B.6) is negative, so that κ � 0 is optimal.
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On the other hand, if pθ,Gq � p0, 2q, then (B.6) reduces to 12E2 � kp6E � 11kq ¡
12E2�E{2p6E�11kq ¡ 12E2�E{2p6E�22Eq � 4E2 ¡ 0, where the two inequalities

follow from Assumptions 2 and 3 respectively. Therefore, there exists a neighborhood

of pθ,Gq � p0, 2q that contains a point with θ ¡ 0, G ¡ 2 so that κ ¡ 0 is optimal.

Proof of Theorem 4 I first show that the optimum must lie in A4. Denote

the objective function under optimal stress tests by OopL, κq. By Proposition 9, an

uninformative test is weakly optimal if p� ¤ 0 or if p� ¡ 1, so On � Oo in all but

regions A4 and A5, and the optimum must lie in A4 or A5. Also note that if p ¥ p�,

then V ppq � Uppq, but if p   p�, then V ppq � 2uppL�pGIq{2q, which is simply Uppq
with θ � 1. Therefore, the derivative of Oo in regions A4 and A5 may be obtained

by simply substituting θ � 1 into (B.2) and (B.3). For region A5, then, (B.3) is

equal to zero, so an optimal point of A5 must lie on the upper boundaries p̄ � 1 or

p� � 0. Let κpLq � L{2, so that for any L, κpLq solves p� � 0. Then along p� � 0, I

have dOnpL, κpLqq{dL � BOn{BL� BOn{Bκ � κ1pLq � 1�G{2� 0 � 1{2   0, so On is

decreasing along p� � 0 as L increases, and the optimum of A5 must lie along p̄ � 1.

This boundary is shared by A4, so the optimum must lie in A4.

In the region A4, the κ derivative of Oo is given by (B.5) with θ � 1, which

reduces to p̄� 1. This value is strictly negative everywhere but the boundary p̄ � 1,

so the optimal point of A4 must lie on either the lower boundary κ � 0 or the right

boundary p̄ � 1. However, the L derivative of Oo is given by (B.4) with θ � 1, which

reduces to 1 � p̄2G{2. This value is strictly negative on the boundary p̄ � 1, so the

optimum cannot lie on the boundary p̄ � 1, and must lie on the lower boundary

κ � 0.

Proof of Theorem 5 If κn � 0, then the optimal Ln without stress tests lies

along the lower boundary where the L-derivative equals zero. Therefore, rearranging
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the last two terms of (B.4), I have that at Ln,

0 � BOn

BL
���
L�Ln

� 1� G

2
p̄2 � G

2
p1� θqp�2 � E � 2κ

GI2
p1� θqpL� 2κq (B.7)

� 1� G

2
p̄2 � p1� θqp�2G

�E � 2κ

L� 2κ
� 1

2

	
(B.8)

  1� G

2
p̄2 � BOo

BL
���
L�Ln

. (B.9)

By the L-concavity of Oo, I must have Lo ¡ Ln, and therefore ro � ro � κo � Lo ¡
Ln � rn � κn � rn.
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